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The Master of Technology (M.Tech.) Post Graduate Degree of the Jawaharlal Nehru 
Technological University Hyderabad (JNTUH) shall be conferred on candidates who are 
admitted to the program and who fulfill all the requirements for the award of the Degree. 

JNTUH offers 2 Years (4 Semesters) Master of Technology (M.Tech.) Post Graduate Degree 
program, under Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) at its constituent Autonomous College –  
JNTUH, SCHOOL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (JNTUH SIT), Hyderabad in the 
following specializations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Computer Science(CS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Software Engineering(SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Computer Networks &amp; Information Security(CNIS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data Science(DS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSIONS

Admission to the above shall be made subject to eligibility, qualification and 
specialization as prescribed by the University for each Program, from time to time. 

Admissions shall be made on the basis of merit rank obtained by the qualifying candidate 
on the basis of Valid GATE score or at an Entrance Test (TSPGECET) conducted by 
TELANGANA State Government, subject to reservations prescribed by the University 
time to time through Directorate of admissions JNTUH. 

2. AWARD OF M. Tech. DEGREE

2.1 A candidate shall be declared eligible for the award of the M. Tech. Degree, if candidate 
pursues a course of study in not less than two and not more than four academic years. 

2.2 A candidate who fails to fulfill all the academic requirements for the award of the degree 
within four academic years from the year of his/her admission shall forfeit his/her seat in 
M. Tech. course.
3. M.TECH. PROGRAMS STRUCTURE

3.1 The M.Tech. Programs of SIT-JNTUH are of Semester Pattern, with 4 Semesters constituting 2 Academic Years, each Academic Year having TWO Semesters (First/Odd and Second/Even Semesters). Each Semester shall be of 22 Weeks duration (inclusive of Examinations).

3.2 UGC/ AICTE specified Definitions/ Descriptions are adopted appropriately for various terms and abbreviations used in these Academic Regulations/ Norms, which are as listed below.

3.3 Semester Scheme: Each PG program is of 2 Academic Years (4 Semesters), with the year being divided into two Semesters of 22 weeks (≥ 90 working days) each, each Semester having - ‘Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE)’ and ‘Semester End Examination (SEE)’. Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) and Credit Based Semester System (CBSS) as denoted by UGC, and Curriculum/ Course Structure as suggested by AICTE are followed.

3.4 Credit Courses: Subjects/ Courses are to be registered by a candidate in a Semester to earn Credits. Credits shall be assigned to each Subject/ Course in a L: P: C (Lecture Periods: Practical Periods: Credits) Structure, based on the following general pattern.

One Credit - for One hour/ Week/ for Theory/ Lecture (L) Courses

One Credit - for Two hours/ Week/ for Laboratory/ Practical (P) Courses

4. COURSE WORK

4.1 A candidate after securing admission shall pursue the M.Tech. in a minimum period of 2 Academic Years, and a maximum period of 4 Academic Years (starting from the Date of Commencement of I Year).

4.2 Each candidate shall register for and secure the specified number of Credits required for the completion and award of the M.Tech. Degree in respective specialization.

4.3 Each of I Year I Semester and II Semester offers 19 Credits (I Year = 2 X 19 =38C) and II Year I Semester and II Semester offer 16 Credits (II Year = 2 X 16 = 32C) each, totaling to 70 Credits (70C) for the entire M.Tech. Program.

4.4 The candidate shall register for all 70 credits and secure all the 70 credits.

5. COURSE REGISTRATION

5.1 A ‘Course Coordinator or Faculty Advisor’ shall be assigned to each candidate, who will advise him/her about the M.Tech. Program, its Course Structure and Curriculum,
Choice/Option for Subjects/ Courses, based on his/her competence, progress, pre-requisites and interest.

5.2 Academic Section of the College invites ‘Registration Forms’ from candidate’s apriori (before the beginning of the Semester). The Registration Requests for any ‘CURRENT SEMESTER’ shall be completed BEFORE the commencement of SEE’s (Semester End Examinations) of the ‘PRECEDING SEMESTER’.

5.3 A candidate can register, ONLY AFTER obtaining the ‘WRITTEN APPROVAL’ from his Course Coordinator, which should be submitted to the College Academic Section.

5.4 A candidate may be permitted to register for Subjects/ Course of his/her CHOICE with a typical total of 19 Credits per Semester (I & II Semesters): Minimum being 16 Credits and Maximum being 22 Credits, based on his PROGRESS and SGPA/ CGPA, and completion of the ‘PRE-REQUISITES’ as indicated for various Subjects/ Courses, in the Department Course Structure and Syllabus contents. A candidate must register all the CORE subjects/courses.

5.5 The candidate has to register for the audit course(s) and must pass the audit course(s) for successful completion of the degree. However the credits earned in the audit courses are not included in the computation of the SGPA/CGPA

5.6 Choice for ‘additional Subjects/ Courses’ to reach the Maximum Permissible Limit of 22 Credits (above the typical 19 Credit norm) must be clearly indicated, which needs the specific approval and signature of the Course Coordinator.

5.7 If the Candidate submits ambiguous choices or multiple options or erroneous entries during Registration for the Subject(s) / Course(s) under a given/ specified Course Group/ Category as listed in the Course Structure, only the first mentioned Subject/ Course in that Category will be taken into consideration.

5.8 Subject/ Course Options exercised are final and CAN NOT be changed. However, if the Subject/ Course that has already been listed for Registration (by the Course Coordinator) in a Semester could not be offered due to any unforeseen or unexpected reasons, then the Candidate shall be allowed to have alternate choice - either for a new Subject (subject to offering of such a Subject), or for another existing Subject (subject to availability of seats), which may be considered. Such alternate arrangements will be made by the Course Coordinator, with due notification and time framed schedule, within the FIRST WEEK from the commencement of Class-work for that Semester.

5.9 Dropping of Subjects/ Courses may be permitted, ONLY AFTER obtaining prior approval from the Course Coordinator/Faculty Advisor (subject to retaining a minimum of 16 C), ‘within 15 Days of Time’ from the beginning of the current Semester.

5.10 Candidates may register for NPTEL/SWAYAM as per the university rules.
6.0 SUBJECTS/ COURSES TO BE OFFERED

6.1 A Subject/ Course may be offered to the Candidates, ONLY IF a Minimum of 1/3rd of the Section Strength) opt for the same.

6.2 More than ONE TEACHER may offer the SAME SUBJECT (Lab/ Practicals may be included with the corresponding Theory Subject in the same Semester) in any Semester. However, selection choice for candidates will be based on - ‘FIRST COME FIRST SERVE Basis and CGPA Criterion’.

6.3 If more entries for Registration of a Subject come into picture, then the concerned Course Coordinator shall take necessary action, whether to offer such a Subject/ Course for TWO (or multiple) SECTIONS or NOT.

6.4 In case of options coming from Candidates of other Departments/ Branches/ Disciplines (not considering OPEN ELECTIVES), PRIORITY shall be given to the candidate of the ‘Parent Department’ first.

7. ATTENDANCE

7.1 The candidate shall put in a minimum of 75% attendance per semester independently for each of the course/subject registered.

7.2 Condonation of shortage of attendance up to 10% in each course/subject registered (65% and above and less than 75%) may be given by the College/school Academic Committee.

7.3 Shortage of Attendance below 65% shall not be condoned. Condonation of shortage of attendance shall be granted only on genuine and valid reasons on representation by the candidate with supporting evidence and by paying stipulated fee.

7.4 Candidates whose shortage of attendance is not condoned in any course/subject registered are not eligible to write their end semester examination of that course/subject, they get DETAINED in that course/subject. The candidate will have to repeat that course/subject as and when offered; in case if there are any Professional Electives and/or Open Electives, the same may also be re-registered if offered, however, if those electives are not offered in later semesters, then alternate electives may be chosen from the SAME set of ELECTIVE subjects offered under that category. In such a case candidate has to pay tuition fee for that course/subject.

7.5 A Candidate shall put in a minimum required attendance in at least three (3) theory subjects in each semester for promoting to next Semester. In order to qualify for the award of the M.Tech Degree, the candidate shall complete all the academic requirements of the subjects, as per the course structure.
8. EVALUATION

The performance of the candidate in each semester shall be evaluated subject-wise, with a maximum of 100 marks for theory and 100 marks for practicals, on the basis of Internal Evaluation and End Semester Examination.

8.1 Evaluation of a candidate in a course/subject involves both external and internal components. External evaluation will be in the form of end semester examination in a course/subject for which is 60 marks are allocated. The remaining 40 marks are allocated to internal evaluation.

8.2 The internal evaluation has two Mid Term-Examinations (each of 40 marks). They are conducted as one in the middle of the Semester and the other immediately after the completion of instructions. Each midterm examination shall be conducted for a total duration of 120 minutes. The best one will be considered.

8.3 The End semester Examination will be conducted in each subject for 60 marks. The question paper consists of 8 questions. Each of these questions may contain sub-questions. Each question carries 12 marks. The candidate will be required to answer 5 questions. The questions are to be prepared to cover the entire range of prescribed syllabi of the subjects and units.

8.4 For practical subjects, 60 marks shall be awarded based on the performance in the End Semester Examinations and 40 marks shall be awarded based on the day-to-day performance in the lab and the performance in internal lab examination.

8.5 A candidate shall be deemed to have secured the minimum academic requirement in a subject if he secures a minimum of 40% of marks in the Semester End Examination and a minimum aggregate of 50% of the total marks in the Semester End Examination and Internal Evaluation taken together.

8.6 In case the candidate does not secure the minimum academic requirement in any subject (as specified in 8.5) he has to reappear for the Semester End Examination in that subject.

8.7 A candidate can re-register for the subjects, if the internal marks secured by a candidate is less than 50% and failed in that subject for maximum of two subjects and should register within four weeks of commencement of the class work. In such a case, the candidate must re-register for the subjects and secure the required minimum attendance. The candidate’s attendance in the re-registered subject(s) shall be calculated separately to decide upon his eligibility for writing the Semester End Examination in those subjects. In the event of the candidate taking another chance, his Internal Evaluation (internal) marks and Semester End Examination marks obtained in the previous attempt stands cancelled.

Every candidate shall be required to submit the thesis or dissertation after taking up a topic approved by the School/College.

9.1 Registration of Project Work: A candidate is permitted to register for the project work after satisfying the attendance requirement of all the subjects (theory and practical subjects). A candidate has to choose the topic thesis in the first 2 weeks of the II Year I Semester in consultation with the Internal/External guides. After 2 weeks candidate has to submit an abstract of work to be carried out to the Project Review Committee (PRC), which in turn allows the candidate to register for thesis work if it is satisfied with the abstract submitted by the candidate.

9.2 A Project Review Committee (PRC) shall be constituted with Course Coordinator and other faculty members from the school.

9.3 Only after obtaining the approval of Project Review Committee (PRC), the candidate can initiate the Project work.

9.4 If a candidate wishes to change his supervisor or topic of the project he can do so with the approval of a committee appointed by the Director, SIT. However, the committee shall examine whether the change of topic/supervisor leads to a major change of his initial plans of project proposal. If so, his date of registration for the project work starts from the date of change of Supervisor or topic as the case may be.

9.5 The total duration of the project is for 44 weeks which is spread across 22 weeks in II Year I semester and 22 Weeks in II year II semester. The candidate can submit the final project only after 40 weeks from the date of registration after the approval of PRC.

9.6 Internal Evaluation of the project shall be on the basis of the seminars (Project reviews) conducted during the II Year I semester and II semesters by the Project Review Committee (PRC). In II Year I semester two seminars are conducted and in II Year II semester two seminars are conducted.

9.7 At end of the II Year I semester, a candidate shall submit status report in a spiral bound copy form. Internal marks are for 40 marks which will be awarded by an internal committee consists of the concerned guide, course coordinator and a faculty member appointed by the Director, SIT. External marks are for 60 marks which will be awarded by an external examiner appointed by the Director, SIT. Evaluation of project by Internal Committee (for 40 marks) and by the external examiner (for 60 marks) will be done simultaneously. One publication is mandatory in Journal or conference for submission of the thesis.

9.8 At the end of the II Year II semester, after approval from the PRC, the soft copy of the thesis should be submitted for ANTI-PLAGIARISM for the quality check and the plagiarism report should be included in the final thesis. If the copied information is less
than 24%, then only thesis will be accepted for submission. A candidate shall submit the thesis/dissertation in a hard bound copy form. He will attend for the viva-voce. An external examiner appointed by the Director will evaluate the project for 100 marks. There will be no internal marks for phase II of the project.

9.9 The candidate has to submit two hard copies and one soft copy of Thesis/Dissertation, certified in the prescribed format by the supervisor to the school.

9.10 The Thesis/Dissertation will be adjudicated by one external examiner selected by the competent authority.

9.11 In case the candidate fails in viva-voce examination, based on the recommendation of the board the candidate has to retake the viva-voce examination after three months. If he fails in this viva-voce examination also, he will not be eligible for the award of the degree unless the candidate is asked to revise and resubmit.

10. Examinations and Assessment - The Grading System

10.1 Marks will be awarded to indicate the performance of each candidate in each Theory Subject, or Lab/Practicals, or Seminar, or Project, etc., based on the % marks obtained in CIE + SEE (Continuous Internal Evaluation + Semester End Examination, both taken together) as specified in Item 6 above, and a corresponding Letter Grade shall be given.

10.2 As a measure of the candidate’s performance, a 10-point Absolute Grading System using the following Letter Grades (UGC Guidelines) and corresponding percentage of marks shall be followed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marks Obtained</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description of Grade</th>
<th>Grade Points (GP) Value Per Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=90</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Outstanding</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=80 and &lt;90</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=70 and &lt;80</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=60 and &lt;70</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=55 and &lt;60</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=50 and &lt;55</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Appeared the Exam(s)</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.3 A candidate obtaining F Grade in any Subject shall be considered ‘failed’ and will be required to reappear as ‘Supplementary Candidate’ in the Semester End Examination (SEE), as and when offered. In such cases, his Internal Marks (CIE Marks) in those Subjects will remain the same as those he obtained earlier.

10.4 A candidate not appeared for examination then ‘AB’ Grade will be allocated in any Subject shall be considered ‘failed’ and will be required to reappear as ‘Supplementary Candidate’ in the Semester End Examination (SEE), as and when offered.
10.5 A Letter Grade does not imply any specific Marks percentage and it will be the range of marks percentage.

10.6 In general, a candidate shall not be permitted to repeat any Subject/ Course (s) only for the sake of ‘Grade Improvement’ or ‘SGPA/ CGPA Improvement’.

10.7 A candidate earns Grade Point (GP) in each Subject/ Course, on the basis of the Letter Grade obtained by him in that Subject/ Course. The corresponding ‘Credit Points’ (CP) are computed by multiplying the Grade Point with Credits for that particular Subject/ Course.

**Credit Points (CP) = Grade Point (GP) x Credits .... For a Subject**

10.8 The Candidate passes the Subject/ Course only when he gets \( GP \geq 5 \) (C Grade or above).

10.9 The Grade Point Average (GPA) is calculated by dividing the Sum of Credit Points (\( \sum CP \)) secured from ALL Subjects registered in a Semester or for the Exam appeared (like supplementary), by the Total Number of Credits registered during that Semester or for the Exam appeared (like supplementary). GPA is rounded off to FOUR Decimal Places. GPA is thus computed as

\[
GPA = \frac{\sum_{i}^{n} C_{i} \times GP_{i}}{\sum_{i}^{n} C_{i}}
\]

Where \( n \) is the number of subjects Registered in that semester / exam.

\( C_{i} \) is Credits for the subjects.

\( GP_{i} \) is the grade point obtained for the subject

where ‘\( i \)’ is the Subject indicator index (takes into account all Subjects in a Semester or for the Exam appeared), ‘\( N \)’ is the no. of Subjects ‘REGISTERED’ for the Semester or for the Exam appeared, \( C_{i} \) is the no. of Credits allotted to the \( i^{th} \) Subject, and \( G_{i} \) represents the Grade Points (GP) corresponding to the Letter Grade awarded for that \( i^{th} \) Subject.

10.10 The Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) is a measure of the overall cumulative performance of a candidate over all Subjects in all considered for registration. The CGPA is the ratio of the Total Credit Points secured by a candidate in ALL registered Courses in ALL Semesters, and the Total Number of Credits registered in ALL the Semesters. CGPA is rounded off to FOUR Decimal Places. CGPA is thus computed as per the formula

\[
CGPA = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} GPA_{j} 	imes TC_{j}}{\sum_{j=1}^{m} TC_{j}}
\]

where \( m \) is the number of subjects registered in the course.
10.11 For Calculations listed in Item 10.6 – 10.10, performance in failed Subjects/Courses (securing F Grade) will also be taken into account, and the Credits of such Subjects/Courses will also be included in the multiplications and summations.

11. AWARD OF DEGREE AND CLASS

11.1 A Candidate who registers for all the specified Subjects/Courses as listed in the Course Structure, satisfies all the Course Requirements, and passes the examinations prescribed in the entire PG (PGP), and secures the required number of 70 Credits (with CGPA ≥ 5.0), shall be declared to have ‘QUALIFIED’ for the award of the M.Tech. Degree in the chosen Branch of Engineering and Technology with specialization as he admitted.

11.2 Award of Class

After a candidate has satisfied the requirements prescribed for the completion of the Degree and is eligible for the award of M. Tech. Degree, he shall be placed in one of the following three classes based on the CGPA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Awarded</th>
<th>CGPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Class with Distinction</td>
<td>≥ 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Class</td>
<td>7.00 ≤ CGPA &lt; 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Class</td>
<td>5.00 ≤ CGPA &lt; 7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.3 A candidate with final CGPA (at the end of the PGP) < 5.00 will not be eligible for the Award of Degree.

12. WITHHOLDING OF RESULTS

12.1 If the candidate has not paid the dues, if any, to the University or if any case of indiscipline is pending against him, the result of the candidate will be withheld and he will not be allowed into the next semester. His degree will be withheld in such cases.

13. TRANSITORY REGULATIONS

13.1 If any candidate is detained due to shortage of attendance in one or more subjects, they are eligible for admission to maximum of two earlier or equivalent subjects at a time as and when offered.

13.2 In case any candidate makes a re-registration then the academic regulations which were applicable for the year of his joining year will be applicable.
14. **GENERAL**

14.1 **Credit**: A unit by which the course work is measured. It determines the number of hours of instructions required per week. One credit is equivalent to one hour of teaching (lecture or tutorial) or two hours of practical work/field work per week.

14.2 **Credit Point**: It is the product of grade point and number of credits for a course.

14.3 Wherever the words “he”, “him”, “his”, occur in the regulations, they include “she”, “her”.

14.4 The academic regulation should be read as a whole for the purpose of any interpretation.

14.5 In the case of any doubt or ambiguity in the interpretation of the above rules, the decision of the Vice-Chancellor is final.

14.6 The University may change or amend the academic regulations or syllabi at any time and the changes or amendments made shall be applicable to all the candidates with effect from the dates notified by the University.

15.0 **MALPRACTICES RULES**

15.1 **DISCIPLINARY ACTION FOR / IMPROPER CONDUCT IN EXAMINATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Malpractices/Improper conduct</th>
<th>Punishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If the candidate:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. (a) Possesses or keeps accessible in examination hall, any paper, note book, programmable calculators, Cell phones, pager, palm computers or any other form of material concerned with or related to the subject of the examination (theory or practical) in which he is appearing but has not made use of (material shall include any marks on the body of the candidate which can be used as an aid in the subject of the examination)</td>
<td>Expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of the performance in that subject only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Gives assistance or guidance or receives it from any other candidate orally or by any other body language methods or communicates through cell phones with any candidate or persons in or outside the exam hall in respect of any matter.</td>
<td>Expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of the performance in that subject only of all the candidates involved. In case of an outsider, he will be handed over to the police and a case is registered against him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Has copied in the examination hall from any paper, book, programmable calculators, palm computers or any other form of material relevant to the subject of the examination (theory or practical) in which the candidate is appearing.</td>
<td>Expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of the performance in that subject and all other subjects the candidate has already appeared including practical examinations and project work and shall not be permitted to appear for the remaining examinations of the subjects of that Semester/year. The Hall Ticket of the candidate is to be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Impersonates any other candidate in connection with the examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Smuggles in the Answer book or additional sheet or takes out or arranges to send out the question paper during the examination or answer book or additional sheet, during or after the examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Uses objectionable, abusive or offensive language in the answer paper or in letters to the examiners or writes to the examiner requesting him to award pass marks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Refuses to obey the orders of the Chief Superintendent/Assistant — Superintendent / any officer on duty or misbehaves or creates disturbance of any kind in and around the examination hall or organizes a walk out or instigates others to walk out, or threatens the officer-in charge or any person on duty in or outside the examination hall of any injury to his person or to any of his relations whether by words, either spoken or written or by signs or by visible representation, assaults the officer-in-charge, or any person on duty in or outside the examination hall or any of his relations, or indulges in any other act of misconduct or mischief which result in damage to or destruction of property in the examination hall or any part of the College campus or engages in any other act which in the opinion of the officer on duty amounts to use of unfair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of candidates of the college, they shall be expelled from examination halls and cancellation of their performance in that subject and all other subjects the candidate(s) has (have) already appeared and shall not be permitted to appear for the remaining examinations of the subjects of that semester/year. The candidates also are debarred and forfeit their seats. In case of outsiders, they will be handed over to the police and a police case is registered against them.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Leaves the exam hall taking away answer script or intentionally tears of the script or any part thereof inside or outside the examination hall.</td>
<td>Expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of performance in that subject and all the other subjects the candidate has already appeared including practical examinations and project work and shall not be permitted for the remaining examinations of the subjects of that semester/year. The candidate is also debarred for two consecutive semesters from class work and all University examinations. The continuation of the course by the candidate is subject to the academic regulations in connection with forfeiture of seat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Possess any lethal weapon or firearm in the examination hall.</td>
<td>Expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of the performance in that subject and all other subjects the candidate has already appeared including practical Examinations and project work and shall not be permitted for the remaining examinations of the subjects of that semester/year. The candidate is also debarred and forfeits the seat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>If candidate of the college, who is not a candidate for the particular examination or any person not connected with the college indulges in any malpractice or improper conduct mentioned in clause 6 to 8.</td>
<td>Candidate of the colleges expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of the performance in that subject and all other subjects the candidate has already appeared including practical examinations and project work and shall not be permitted for the remaining examinations of the subjects of that semester/year. The candidate is also debarred and forfeits the seat. Person(s) who do not belong to the College will be handed over to police and, a police case will be registered against them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Comes in a drunken condition to the examination hall.</td>
<td>Expulsion from the examination hall and cancellation of the performance in that subject and all other subjects the candidate has already appeared including practical examinations and project work and shall not be permitted for the remaining examinations of the subjects of that semester/year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Copying detected on the basis of internal evidence, such as, during valuation or during special scrutiny.</td>
<td>Cancellation of the performance in that subject and all other subjects the candidate has appeared including practical examinations and project work of that semester/year examinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>If any malpractice is detected which is not covered in the above clauses 1 to 11 shall be reported to the University for further action to award suitable punishment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15.2 Malpractices identified by squad or special invigilators

1. Punishments to the candidates as per the above guidelines.
2. Punishment for institutions:
   (if the squad reports that the college is also involved in encouraging malpractices)
   (i) A show cause notice shall be issued to the college.
   (ii) Imose a suitable fine on the college.
   (iii) Shifting the examination centre from the college to another college for a specific period of not less than one year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Subject Code</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Max Marks(100)</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>SE1C10</td>
<td>Core-1: Data Structures and Algorithms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>SE1C20</td>
<td>Core-2: Software Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>SE1C30</td>
<td>Core-3: Computer Networking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>SE1E10</td>
<td>Elective-1:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E11</td>
<td>Object Oriented Modeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E12</td>
<td>Internet Technologies and Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E13</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E14</td>
<td>Data Mining</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E15</td>
<td>Advanced Programming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SE1E20</td>
<td>Elective-2:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E21</td>
<td>Information Retrieval Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E22</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E23</td>
<td>Distributed Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E24</td>
<td>Cloud Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1E25</td>
<td>Database Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>SE1L10</td>
<td>Lab-1: Data Structures and Algorithms Through Java Lab</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>SE1L20</td>
<td>Lab-2(Based On Elective-1):</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1L21</td>
<td>Object Oriented Modeling Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1L22</td>
<td>Internet Technologies and Services Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1L23</td>
<td>Internet of Things Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1L24</td>
<td>Data Mining Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1L25</td>
<td>Advanced Programming Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>SE1A10</td>
<td>Audit-1:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1A11</td>
<td>Foundations of Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1A12</td>
<td>Professional Communication Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1A13</td>
<td>Personality Development through Life Enlightenment Skills.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1A14</td>
<td>Value Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE1A15</td>
<td>Constitution of India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total | 17 | 8 | - | - | 19 |
## JNTUH SCHOOL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(Autonomous)
MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY - SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

### I YEAR II SEMESTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Subject Code</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Max Marks(100)</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>SE2C10</td>
<td><strong>Core-4:</strong> Software Architecture and Design Patterns</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>SE2C20</td>
<td><strong>Core-5:</strong> Software Quality Assurance and Testing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>SE2C30</td>
<td><strong>Core-6:</strong> Machine Learning</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>SE2E30</td>
<td><strong>Elective—3:</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E31</td>
<td>Information Security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E32</td>
<td>Computer Forensics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E33</td>
<td>Mobile Application Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E34</td>
<td>Network Programming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E35</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SE2E40</td>
<td><strong>Elective-4:</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E41</td>
<td>Software Requirements and Estimation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E42</td>
<td>Human Computer Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E43</td>
<td>Software Security Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E44</td>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2E45</td>
<td>Computer Graphics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>SE2L30</td>
<td><strong>Lab-3:</strong> Software Engineering and Design Patterns Lab</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>SE2L40</td>
<td><strong>Lab-4(Based On Elective-3):</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2L41</td>
<td>Information Security Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2L42</td>
<td>Computer Forensics Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2L43</td>
<td>Mobile Application Development Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2L44</td>
<td>Network Programming Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2L45</td>
<td>Data Science Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>SE2A10</td>
<td><strong>Audit-2:</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2A11</td>
<td>English for Research Paper Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2A12</td>
<td>Disaster Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2A13</td>
<td>Soft Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2A14</td>
<td>Stress Management by Yoga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2A15</td>
<td>Sanskrit for Technical Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2A16</td>
<td>Research Methodology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | 17 | - | 8 | 19 |
JNTUH SCHOOL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY  
(Autonomous)  
MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY- SOFTWARE ENGINEERING  

II YEAR I SEMESTER  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S No.</th>
<th>Subject Code</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Max Marks(100)</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>Ext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>SE3E50</td>
<td>Elective-5:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3E51</td>
<td>Software Process and Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3E52</td>
<td>Semantic web and Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Networking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3E53</td>
<td>Business Process Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3E54</td>
<td>Advanced Algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3E55</td>
<td>Mobile Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>SE3O10</td>
<td>Open Elective-1:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3O11</td>
<td>Image Processing and Pattern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3O12</td>
<td>Soft Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3O13</td>
<td>Biometrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3O14</td>
<td>Computer Vision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE3O15</td>
<td>Cyber Security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>SE3P10</td>
<td><strong>Project Work:</strong> Project Phase-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II YEAR II SEMESTER  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S No</th>
<th>Subject Code</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Max Marks(100)</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>Ext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SE4P10</td>
<td><strong>Project Work:</strong> Project Phase-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1C10

DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS  
(CORE – 1)

Objectives:
- The fundamental design, analysis, and implementation of basic data structures.
- Basic concepts in the specification and analysis of programs.
- Principles for good program design, especially the uses of data abstraction.
- Significance of algorithms in the computer field.
- Various aspects of algorithm development.
- Qualities of a good solution.

UNIT I
Algorithms, Performance analysis- time complexity and space complexity, Asymptotic Notation- Big Oh, Omega and Theta notations, Complexity Analysis Examples.
Data structures-Linear and non linear data structures, ADT concept, Linear List ADT, Array representation, Linked representation, Vector representation, singly linked lists-insertion, deletion, search operations, doubly linked lists-insertion, deletion operations, circular lists. Representation of single, two dimensional arrays, Sparse matrices and their representation.

UNIT II
Stack and Queue ADTs, array and linked list representations, infix to postfix conversion using stack, implementation of recursion, Circular queue-insertion and deletion, Dequeue ADT, array and linked list representations, Priority queue ADT, implementation using Heaps. Insertion into a Max Heap, Deletion from a Max Heap, java.util package-ArrayList, Linked List, Vector classes, Stacks and Queues in java.util, Iterators in java.util.

UNIT III

UNIT IV
UNIT V
Search trees- Binary search tree-Binary search tree ADT, insertion, deletion and searching operations, Balanced search trees, AVL trees-Definition and examples only, Red Black trees – Definition and examples only, B-Trees-definition, insertion and searching operations, Trees in java.util- TreeSet, Tree Map Classes, Tries(examples only), Comparison of Search trees. Text compression-Huffman coding and decoding. Pattern matching-KMP algorithm.

TEXT BOOKS:
1. Data structures, Algorithms and Applications in Java, S.Sahni, Universities Press.

REFERENCES:
1. Java for Programmers, Deitel and Deitel, Pearson education.
6. Classic Data structures in Java, T.Budd, Addison-Wesley (Pearson Education).
7. Data structures with Java, Ford and Topp, Pearson Education.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1C20

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
(CORE – 2)

Objectives:
Your studies will enable you to develop:

- a broad and critical understanding of all the processes for engineering high quality software and the principles, concepts and techniques associated with software development
- an ability to analyze and evaluate problems and draw on the theoretical and technical knowledge to develop solutions and systems
- a range of skills focused on the analysis of requirements, design and implementation of reliable and maintainable software, with strong emphasis on engineering principles applied over the whole development lifecycle
- an awareness of current research in software development, the analytical skills and research techniques for their critical and independent evaluation and their application to new problems.

UNIT I


UNIT II

Software Requirements: Functional and non-functional requirements, User requirements, System requirements, Interface specification, the software requirements document. Requirements engineering process: Feasibility studies, Requirements elicitation and analysis, Requirements validation, Requirements management. System models: Context Models, Behavioral models, Data models, Object models, structured methods.

UNIT III

Design Engineering: Design process and Design quality, Design concepts, the design model, pattern based software design. Creating an architectural design: software architecture, Data design, Architectural styles and patterns, Architectural Design, assessing alternative architectural designs, mapping data flow into a software architecture. Modeling component-level design: Designing class-based components, conducting component-level design, Object constraint language, designing conventional components. Performing User interface design: Golden rules, User interface analysis and design, interface analysis, interface design steps, Design evaluation.
UNIT IV

**Testing Strategies:** A strategic approach to software testing, test strategies for conventional software, Black-Box and White-Box testing, Validation testing, System testing, the art of Debugging. **Product metrics:** Software Quality, Frame work for Product metrics, Metrics for Analysis Model, Metrics for Design Model, Metrics for source code, Metrics for testing, Metrics for maintenance. **Metrics for Process and Products:** Software Measurement, Metrics for software quality.

UNIT V


**TEXT BOOKS:**


**REFERENCE BOOKS:**

3. Fundamentals of Software Engineering, Rajib Mall, PHI, 2005
10. Introduction to Software Engineering, R.J.Leach, CRC Press.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR I SEMESTER

SE1C30  
COMPUTER NETWORKING  
(CORE - 3)

Objectives:

- The objective of this course is to build a solid foundation in computer networks concepts and design.
- To understand computer network architectures, protocols, and interfaces.
- The OSI reference model and the Internet architecture network applications.
- The course will expose students to the concepts of traditional as well as modern day computer networks - wireless and mobile, multimedia-based.
- Students completing this course will understand the key concepts and practices employed in modern computer networking.

UNIT – I


UNIT – II


UNIT-III


UNIT – IV

The Link Layer: Links, Access Networks, and LANs, Introduction to the Link Layer, Error-Detection and -Correction Techniques, Multiple Access Links and Protocols, Switched Local Area Networks, Link Virtualization: A Network as a Link Layer, Data Center Networking.
UNIT – V

**Wireless and Mobile Networks:** Introduction, Wireless Links and Network Characteristics, WiFi: 802.11 Wireless LANs, Cellular Internet Access, **Mobility Management:** Principles, Mobile IP, Managing Mobility in Cellular Networks, **Wireless and Mobility:** Impact on Higher-Layer Protocols.

**TEXT BOOKS:**


**REFERENCES:**

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR I SEMESTER

SE1E11

OBJECT ORIENTED MODELING
(ELECTIVE - 1)

Objectives:

- Concisely define the following key terms: class, object, state, behavior, object class, class diagram, object diagram, operation, encapsulation, constructor operation, query operation, update operation, scope operation, association, association role, multiplicity, association class, abstract class, concrete class, class-scope attribute, abstract operation, method, polymorphism, overriding, multiple classification, aggregation, and composition.
- To describe the activities in the different phases of the object-oriented development life cycle.
- State the advantages of object-oriented modeling vis-à-vis structured approaches.
- Compare and contrast the object-oriented model with the E-R and EER models.
- Model a real-world application by using a UML class diagram.
- Provide a snapshot of the detailed state of a system at a point in time using a UML (Unified Modeling Language) object diagram.
- Recognize when to use generalization, aggregation, and composition relationships.
- Specify different types of business rules in a class diagram.

Unit-1

INTRODUCTION

- An overview - Object basics - Object state and properties, Behavior, Methods, Messages.
- Object Oriented system development life cycle.
- Benefits of OO Methodology.


Important views & diagram to be modeled for system by UML:

- Factioional view(models): • Use case diagram ,Requirement Capture with Use case. Building blocks of Use Case diagram - actors, use case guidelines for use case models. Relationships between use cases - extend, include, generalize.

Unit-2

Static structural view (Models): Classes, values and attributes, operations and methods, responsibilities for classes, abstract classes, access specification(visibilty of attributes and operations). Relationships among classes: Associations, Dependencies, Inheritance - Generalizations, Aggregation. Adornments on Association: association names, association
classes, qualified association, n-ary associations, ternary and reflexive association. Dependency relationships among classes, notations. Notes in class diagram, Extension mechanisms, Metadata, Refinements, Derived, data, constraint, stereotypes, Package & interface notation. Object diagram notations and modeling, relations among objects (links).

Unit-3


Behavioral (Dynamic structural view): • State diagram: State Diagram Notations, events (signal events, change events, Time events). State Diagram states (composite states, parallel states, History states), transition and condition, state diagram behavior (activity effect, do-activity, entry and exit activity), completion transition, sending signals.

Unit-4

Interaction diagrams: Sequence diagram - Sequence diagram notations and examples, iterations, conditional messaging, branching, object creation and destruction, time constraints, origin of links, Activations in sequence diagram. Collaboration diagram - Collaboration diagram notations and examples, iterations, conditional messaging, branching, object creation and destruction, time constraints, origin of links, activations in sequence diagram.

6. Approaches for developing dynamic systems: Top - down approach for dynamic systems. Bottom - up approach for dynamic systems. Flexibility Guidelines for Behavioral Design - guidelines for allocating and designing behaviors that lead to more flexible design.

Unit 5

Text books:

1. Designing Flexible Object Oriented systems with UML - Charles Ritcher
2. Object Oriented Analysis & Design, Sat/orer. Jackson, Burd Thomson

Reference books:

2. Object Oriented Modeling and Design - James Rumbaugh
3. Teach Yourself UML in 24 Hours - Joseph Schmuilers
4. Object-Oriented Analysis and Design: using UML Mike O'Docherty Wiley Publication
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR I SEMESTER  

SE1E12  
INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES  
(ELECTIVE - 1)  

Objective:

The student who has knowledge of programming with java should be able to develop web based solutions using multi-tier architecture. S/he should have good understanding of different technologies on client and server side components as Follows:

Client Side: HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, Ajax, JQuery and JSON  
Server Side: Servlets, JSP  
Database: MySQL with Hibernate and Connection Pooling  
Framework: Struts with validation framework, Internationalization (I18N)  
SOA: Service Oriented Architecture, Web services fundamentals, Axis framework for WS  

UNIT I  
Client Side Technologies: Overview of HTML - Common tags, XHTML, capabilities of HTML5 Cascading Style sheets, CSS3 enhancements, linking to HTML Pages, Classes in CSS  
Introduction to Javascripts, variables, arrays, methods and string manipulation, BOM/DOM (Browser/Document Object Model), accessing elements by ID, Objects in JavaScript Dynamic HTML with JavaScript and with CSS, form validation with JavaScript, Handling Timer Events  
Simplifying scripting with JQuery, JASON for Information exchange.  

UNIT II  
Introduction to Java Servlets: Introduction to Servlets: Lifecycle of a Servlet, Reading request and initialization parameters, Writing output to response, MIME types in response, Session Tracking: Using Cookies and Sessions, Steps involved in Deploying an application Database Access with JDBC and Connection Pooling Introduction to XML, XML Parsing with DOM and SAX Parsers in Java Ajax - Ajax programming with JSP/Servlets, creating XML Http Object for various browsers, Sending request, Processing response data and displaying it.Introduction to Hibernate  

UNIT III  
Introduction to JSP: JSP Application Development: Types of JSP Constructs (Directives, Declarations, Expressions, Code Snippets), Generating Dynamic Content, Exception Handling, Implicit JSP Objects, Conditional Processing, Sharing Data Between JSP pages, Sharing Session and Application Data, Using user defined classes with jsp:useBean tag, Accessing a Database from a JSP.
UNIT IV
**Introduction to Struts Framework:** Introduction to MVC architecture, Anatomy of a simple struts2 application, struts configuration file, Presentation layer with JSP, JSP bean, html and logic tag libraries, Struts Controller class, Using form data in Actions, Page Forwarding, validation framework, Internationalization.

UNIT V
**Service Oriented Architecture and Web Services:** Overview of Service Oriented Architecture – SOA concepts, Key Service Characteristics, Technical Benefits of a SOA Introduction to Web Services– The definition of web services, basic operational model of web services, basic steps of implementing web services. Core fundamentals of SOAP – SOAP Message Structure, SOAP encoding, SOAP message exchange models, Describing Web Services – Web Services life cycle, anatomy of WSDL. Introduction to Axis– Installing axis web service framework, deploying a java web service on axis. Web Services Interoperability – Creating java and .Net client applications for an Axis Web Service (Note: The Reference Platform for the course will be open source products Apache Tomcat Application Server, MySQL database, Hibernate and Axis)

TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
2. Core SERVLETS AND JAVASERVER PAGES VOLUME 1: CORE TECHNOLOGIES, Marty Hall and Larry Brown Pearson
3. Internet and World Wide Web – How to program, Dietel and Nieto PHI/Pearson.
6. Java Server Programming, Ivan Bayross and others, The X Team, SPD
8. Beginning Web Programming - Jon Duckett, WROX.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1E13

INTERNET OF THINGS
(ELECTIVE - 1)

Objectives:
- To introduce the terminology, technology and its applications
- To introduce the concept of M2M (machine to machine) with necessary protocols
- To introduce the hardware and working principles of various sensors used for IoT
- To introduce the Python Scripting Language which is used in many IoT devices
- To introduce the Raspberry PI platform, that is widely used in IoT applications
- To introduce the implementation of web based services on IoT devices

UNIT I

UNIT II
Introduction to Python - Language features of Python, Data types, data structures, Control of flow, functions, modules, packaging, file handling, data/time operations, classes, Exception handling Python packages - JSON, XML, HTTP/1b, URL/1b, SMTP/1b

UNIT III
IoT Physical Devices and Endpoints - Introduction to Raspberry Pi- Installation, Interfaces (serial, SPI, I2C), Programming – Python program with Raspberry PI with focus on interfacing external gadgets, controlling output, reading input from pins.

Unit IV
Controlling Hardware- Connecting LED, Buzzer, Switching High Power devices with transistors, Controlling AC Power devices with Relays, Controlling servo motor, speed control of DC Motor, Using unipolar and bipolar Stepper motors
Digital input- Sensing push switch, pull-up and pull-down resistors, Rotary encoder, Using keypad, Using RTC
Sensors: Light sensor, temperature sensor with thermistor, voltage sensor, ADC and ADC, Temperature and Humidity Sensor DHT11, Read Switch, Distance Measurement with ultrasound sensor
UNIT V

IoT Physical Servers and Cloud Offerings – Introduction to Cloud Storage models and communication APIs Webserver – Web server for IoT, Cloud for IoT, Python web application framework Designing a RESTful web API

TEXT BOOK:

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR I SEMESTER

SE1E14

DATA MINING
(ELECTIVE - 1)

Objectives:
- To understand data mining concepts.
- To learn about various data preprocessing techniques.
- To learn about data warehousing.
- To learn about various data mining functionalities such as association rule mining, clustering, classification and outlier analysis.

UNIT I
Introduction: Fundamentals of data mining, Data Mining Functionalities, Classification of Data Mining systems, Data Mining Task Primitives, Integration of a Data Mining System with a Database or a Data Warehouse System, Issues in Data Mining.
Data Preprocessing: Need for Preprocessing the Data, Data Cleaning, Data Integration and Transformation, Data Reduction, Discretization and Concept Hierarchy Generation.

UNIT II
Data Warehouse and OLAP Technology for Data Mining: Data Warehouse, Multidimensional Data Model, Data Warehouse Architecture, Data Warehouse Implementation, Usage of Data Warehousing Online Analytical Processing and Mining
Data Cube Computation: Efficient Methods for simple Data Cube Computation (Full Cube, Iceberg Cube, Closed Cube and Shell Cube), Discovery Driven exploration of data cubes, Attribute-Oriented Induction for data characterization and its implementation

UNIT III
Mining Frequent Patterns, Associations and Correlations: Basic Concepts, The Apriori algorithm for finding frequent itemsets using candidate generation, Generating association rules from frequent itemsets, Mining frequent itemsets without candidate generation, Mining various kinds of Association Rules, Correlation Analysis

UNIT IV
Classification and Prediction: Description and comparison of classification and prediction, preparing data for Classification and Prediction
Classification by Decision Tree Induction, Bayesian Classification, Rule-Based Classification, Classification by Backpropagation
Prediction, linear and non-linear regression, evaluating accuracy of a Classifier or a Predictor

UNIT V
Cluster Analysis: Types of Data in Cluster Analysis, A Categorization of Major Clustering Methods, k-means and k-mediods methods, CLARANS, Agglomerative and divisive hierarchical clustering, chameleon dynamic modeling, DBSCAN, Grid based clustering method: STING, Conceptual Clustering, Constraint-Based Cluster Analysis, Outlier Analysis.
TEXT BOOKS:

1. Data Mining – Concepts and Techniques - Jiawei Han, Micheline Kamber and Jian Pei, 3rd edition, Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, ELSEVIER.
2. Introduction to Data Mining – Pang-Ning Tan, Michael Steinbach and Vipin Kumar, Pearson education.

REFERENCES:

4. The Data Warehouse Life cycle Tool kit – Ralph Kimball Wiley student edition
6. Data Mining Introductory and advanced topics – Margaret H Dunham, Pearson education
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1E15

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
(ELECTIVE - 1)

Unit I
Basic features of Python-Interactive execution, comments, types, variables, operators, expressions, Statements-assignment, input, print, Control flow-Conditionals, Loops, break statement, continue statement, pass statement, Functions, definition, call, scope and lifetime of variables, keyword arguments, default parameter values, variable length arguments, recursive functions, Functional programming-mapping, filtering and reduction, Lambda functions, Scope, namespaces and modules-import statement, creating own modules, avoiding namespace collisions when importing modules, module reload, LEBG rule, dir() function, iterators and generators, Sequences-Strings, Lists and Tuples-basic operations and functions, iterating over sequences, List comprehensions, Strings, Lists and Tuples-basic operations and functions, iterating over sequences, Lists and Tuples-basic operations and functions, iterating over sequences, Lists and Tuples-basic operations and functions, iterating over sequences, Regular expressions, Packing and Unpacking of Sequences, Sets and Dictionaries-operations, regular expressions, Python program examples.

Unit II
Files-operations-opening, reading, writing, closing, file positions, file names and paths, functions for accessing and manipulating files and directories on disk, os module, Exceptions-raising and handling exceptions, try/except statements, finally clause, standard exceptions, Object oriented programming-classes, constructors, objects, class variables, class methods, static methods, Inheritance-is-a relationship, composition, polymorphism, overriding, multiple inheritance, abstract classes, multithreaded programming, time and calendar modules, Python program examples.

Unit III
GUI Programming with Tkinter, Widgets (Buttons, Canvas, Frame, Label, Menu, Entry, Text, Scrollbar, Combobox, Listbox, Scale), event driven programming-events, callbacks, binding, layout management-geometry managers: pack and grid, creating GUI based applications in Python.

Unit IV
Network Programming-Sockets, Socket addresses, Connection-oriented and Connectionless Sockets, socket module, urllib module, Socket object methods, Client/Server applications (TCP/IP and UDP/IP), Socketserver module, handling multiple clients, Client side scripting-Transferring files-FTP, ftplib module, ftplib.FTP class methods, sending and receiving emails-smtplib
module, smtplib.SMTP class methods, poplib module, poplib.POP3 methods, Python program examples.

**Unit V**

Database Programming-SQL Databases, SQLite, sqlite3 module, connect function(), DB-API 2.0 Connection object methods, Cursor object Attributes and methods, creating Database applications in Python, Web programming-Simple web client, urllib, urlparse modules, Server side scripting-Building CGI applications-Setting up a web server, Creating the form page, Generating the results page, Saving state information in CGI Scripts, HTTP Cookies, Creating a cookie, Using cookies in CGI scripts, Handling cookies with urllib2 module, cgi module.

**TEXT BOOKS :**


**REFERENCE BOOKS :**

1. Introduction to Computer Science using Python, Charles Dierbach, Wiley India Edition.
7. Think Python, How to think like a computer scientist, Allen B. Downey, SPD, O’Reilly.
8. [www.python.org](http://www.python.org) web site.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
1 YEAR  1 SEMESTER  

SE1E21  
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS  
(ELECTIVE -2)  

UNIT I  

UNIT II  
Scoring, term weighting and the vector space model. Computing scores in a complete search system. Evaluation in information retrieval. Relevance feedback and query expansion.  

UNIT III  

UNIT IV  

UNIT V  
Web search basics. Web crawling and indexes. Link analysis.  

TEXT BOOKS:  
1. Introduction to Information Retrieval, Christopher D. Manning and Prabhakar Raghavan and Hinrich Schütze, Cambridge University Press, 2008.  

REFERENCES:  
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR I SEMESTER  

SE1E22  
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  
(ELECTIVE - 2)

Objectives:

- To learn the difference between optimal reasoning Vs human like reasoning
- To understand the notions of state space representation, exhaustive search, heuristic search along with the time and space complexities
- To learn different knowledge representation techniques
- To understand the applications of AI: namely Game Playing, Theorem Proving, Expert Systems, Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing

UNIT-I

UNIT-II
Knowledge and Reasoning: Knowledge-based Agents, Representation, Reasoning and Logic, Prepositional logic, First-order logic, Using First-order logic, Inference in First-order logic, forward and Backward Chaining

UNIT-III
Learning: Learning from observations, Forms of Learning, Inductive Learning, Learning decision trees, why learning works, Learning in Neural and Belief networks

UNIT-IV
Practical Natural Language Processing: Practical applications, Efficient parsing, Scaling up the lexicon, Scaling up the Grammar, Ambiguity, Perception, Image formation, Image processing operations for Early vision, Speech recognition and Speech Synthesis

UNIT-V
Robotics: Introduction, Tasks, parts, effectors, Sensors, Architectures, Configuration spaces, Navigation and motion planning, Introduction to AI based programming Tools
TEXT BOOKS


REFERENCES

1. Artificial Neural Networks B. Yagna Narayana, PHI


3. Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems – Patterson PHI.


6. Neural Networks Simon Haykin PHI
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1E23

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
(ELECTIVE –2)

Objectives:
- To explain what a distributed system is, why you would design a system as a distributed system, and what the desired properties of such systems are;
- To list the principles underlying the functioning of distributed systems, describe the problems and challenges associated with these principles, and evaluate the effectiveness and shortcomings of their solutions;
- To recognize how the principles are applied in contemporary distributed systems, explain how they affect the software design, and be able to identify features and design decisions that may cause problems;
- To design a distributed system that fulfils requirements with regards to key distributed systems properties (such as scalability, transparency, etc.), be able to recognize when this is not possible, and explain why;
- To build distributed system software using basic OS mechanisms as well as higher-level middleware and languages.

UNIT-I

UNIT-II
Distributed OS, Its kernel, Processes and Threads, Naming and Protection, Communication and Invocation, Virtual Memory, File Service components, Design issues, Interfaces, implementation techniques, SUN network file systems

UNIT-III
SNS – a name service model, its design issues, Synchronizing physical clocks, Logical time and logical clocks, Distributed coordination. Replication and its architectural model, Consistency and request ordering, Conversation between a client and a server, Transactions, Nested Transactions.

UNIT-IV
Concurrency control Locks, Optimistic concurrency control, Timestamp ordering, Comparison of methods for concurrency control.
Distributed Transactions and Nested Transactions, Atomic commit protocols, Concurrency control in distributed transactions, distributed Deadlocks, Transactions with replicated data, Transaction recovery, Fault tolerance, Hierarchical and group masking of faults.
UNIT-V
Cryptography, Authentication and key distribution, Logics of Authentication, Digital signatures. Distributed shared memory, Design and Implementation issues, Sequential consistency and Ivy, Release consistency and Munin, Overview of Distributed Operating systems Mach, Chorus.

TEXT BOOKS:


REFERENCES:

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR I SEMESTER  
SE1E24  
CLOUD COMPUTING  
(ELECTIVE -2)  
Objectives:

- Cloud computing has evolved as a very important computing model, which enables information, software, and shared resources to be provisioned over the network as services in an on-demand manner.
- This course provides an insight into what is cloud computing and the various services cloud is capable.

UNIT I:  

UNIT II:  

UNIT III:  

UNIT IV:  

UNIT V:  
Platform, Virtualization Services Provided by SAP, Salesforce, Sales Cloud, Service Cloud: Knowledge as a Service, Rackspace, VMware, Manjrasoft, Aneka Platform

TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
SE1E25

DATABASE SYSTEMS
(ELECTIVE – 2)

Objectives:
By the end of the course, you will know:
- History and Structure of databases
- How to design a database
- How to convert the design into the appropriate tables
- Handling Keys appropriately
- Enforcing Integrity Constraints to keep the database consistent
- Querying relational data, Triggers, Procedures and Cursors
- Normalizing the tables to eliminate redundancies
- Transaction Management
- Storage Optimizing Strategies for easy retrieval of data through index
- Processing the queries

UNIT I
Database System Applications, Purpose of Database Systems, View of Data – Data Abstraction, Instances and Schemas, Data Models – the ER Model, Relational Model, Other Models – Database Languages – DDL,DML, Database Access from Applications Programs, Transaction Management, Data Storage and Querying, Database Architecture, Database Users and Administrators, ER diagrams, Relational Model: Introduction to the Relational Model – Integrity Constraints Over Relations, Enforcing Integrity constraints, Querying relational data, Logical data base Design, Introduction to Views – Altering Tables and Views, Relational Algebra, Basic SQL Queries, Nested Queries, Complex Integrity Constraints in SQL, Triggers

UNIT II

UNIT III
Transaction Management: The ACID Properties, Transactions and Schedules, Concurrent Execution of Transactions – Lock Based Concurrency Control, Deadlocks – Performance of Locking – Transaction Support in SQL.
Concurrency Control: Serializability, and recoverability – Introduction to Lock Management – Lock Conversions, Dealing with Deadlocks, Specialized Locking Techniques – Concurrency Control without Locking.
Crash recovery: Introduction to Crash recovery, Introduction to ARIES, the Log, and Other Recovery related Structures, the Write-Ahead Log Protocol, Check pointing, recovering from a System Crash, Media recovery

UNIT IV
Overview of Storage and Indexing: Data on External Storage, File Organization and Indexing – Clustered Indexes, Primary and Secondary Indexes, Index data Structures – Hash Based Indexing, Tree based Indexing, Comparison of File Organizations, Indexes and Performance Tuning
Storing data: Disks and Files: -The Memory Hierarchy – Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks.
Disk Space Management, Buffer Manager, Files of Records, Page Formats, Record Formats Tree Structured Indexing: Intuitions for tree Indexes, Indexed Sequential Access Methods (ISAM) B+ Trees: A Dynamic Index Structure, Search, Insert, Delete.
Hash Based Indexing: Static Hashing, Extendable hashing, Linear Hashing, Extendable Vs Linear Hashing.

UNIT V

TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
1. Database Systems implementation Hector Garcia-Molina, Jeffrey Ullman, Jennifer Widom
2. Introduction to Database Systems, C.J.Date, Pearson Education.
5. Database Management System Oracle SQL and PL/SQL, P.K.Das Gupta, PHI.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1L10
DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS THROUGH JAVA LAB
(LAB – 1)

Sample Problems on Data structures:

1. Write Java programs that use both recursive and non-recursive functions for implementing the following searching methods:
   a) Linear search  b) Binary search
2. Write Java programs to implement the following using arrays and linked lists
   a) List ADT
3. Write Java programs to implement the following using an array.
   a) Stack ADT  b) Queue ADT
4. Write a Java program that reads an infix expression and converts the expression to postfix form. (use stack ADT).
5. Write a Java program to implement circular queue ADT using an array.
6. Write a Java program that uses both a stack and a queue to test whether the given string is a palindrome or not.
7. Write Java programs to implement the following using a singly linked list.
   a) Stack ADT  b) Queue ADT
8. Write Java programs to implement the deque (double ended queue) ADT using
   a) Array  b) Singly linked list  c) Doubly linked list.
9. Write a Java program to implement priority queue ADT.
10. Write a Java program to perform the following operations:
    a) Construct a binary search tree of elements.
    b) Search for a key element in the above binary search tree.
    c) Delete an element from the above binary search tree.
11. Write a Java program to implement all the functions of a dictionary (ADT) using Hashing.
12. Write a Java program to implement Dijkstra’s algorithm for Single source shortest path problem.
13. Write Java programs that use recursive and non-recursive functions to traverse the given binary tree in
    a) Preorder  b) Inorder and  c) Postorder.
14. Write Java programs for the implementation of bfs and dfs for a given graph.
15. Write Java programs for implementing the following sorting methods:
    a) Bubble sort  d) Merge sort  g) Binary tree sort
    b) Insertion sort  e) Heap sort
c) Quick sort  
 f) Radix sort  
16. Write a Java program to perform the following operations:  
 a) Insertion into a B-tree  
 b) Searching in a B-tree  
17. Write a Java program that implements Kruskal’s algorithm to generate minimum  
 cost spanning tree.  
18. Write a Java program that implements KMP algorithm for pattern matching.

REFERENCES:

2. Data Structures with Java, J.R.Hubbard,2nd edition, Schaum’s Outlines, TMH.  
8. Java: the complete reference, 7th editon, Herbert Schildt, TMH.  
9. Java for Programmers,P.J.Deitel and H.M.Deitel,Pearson education / Java: How to  
 Program P.J.Deitel and H.M.Deitel ,8th edition,PHI.  
11. A Practical Guide to Data Structures and Algorithms using Java, S.Goldman &  
( Note: Use packages like java.io,java.util, etc)
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
1 YEAR 1 SEMESTER

SE1L21  
OBJECT ORIENTED MODELING LAB  
(ELECTIVE – 1 LAB)  
(LAB 2)

Objectives:
1. The student should take up the case study of Unified Library application which is mentioned in the theory, and Model it in different views i.e Use case view, logical view, component view, Deployment view, Database design, forward and Reverse Engineering, and Generation of documentation of the project.
2. Student has to take up another case study of his/her own interest and do the same what ever mentioned in first problem. Some of the ideas regarding case studies are given in reference books which were mentioned in theory syllabus can be referred for some idea.

1. Draw the Structural UML diagrams for the specified task
   a) Class diagram
   b) Package diagram
   c) Object diagram
   d) Component diagram
   e) Composite structure diagram
   f) Deployment diagram

2. Draw the Behavioral UML diagrams for the specified task
   a) Activity diagram
   b) Sequence diagram
   c) Use case diagram
   d) State diagram
   e) Communication diagram
   f) Interaction overview diagram
   g) Timing diagram
OBJECTIVES:

- Write syntactically correct HTTP messages and describe the semantics of common HTTP methods and header fields.
- Discuss differences between URIs, URNs, and URLs, and demonstrate a detailed understanding of http-scheme URLs, both relative and absolute.
- Describe the actions, including those related to the cache, performed by a browser in the process of visiting a Web address.
- Install a web server and perform basic administrative procedures, such as tuning communication parameters, denying access to certain domains, and interpreting an access log.
- Write a valid standards-conformant HTML document involving a variety of element types, including hyperlinks, images, lists, tables, and forms.
- Use CSS to implement a variety of presentation effects in HTML and XML documents, including explicit positioning of elements.
- Demonstrate techniques for improving the accessibility of an HTML document.

LIST OF SAMPLE PROBLEMS:

1. Develop static pages (using Only HTML) of an online Book store. The pages should resemble: www.amazon.com the website should consist the following pages:
   - Home page, Registration and user Login
   - User Profile Page, Books catalog
   - Shopping Cart, Payment By credit card
   - Order Conformation
2. Validate the Registration, user login, user profile and payment by credit card pages using JavaScript.
3. Create and save an XML document at the server, which contains 10 users information. Write a program, which takes User Id as an input and returns the user details by taking the user information from the XML document.
4. Install TOMCAT web server. Convert the static web pages of assignments 2 into dynamic web pages using Servlets and cookies. Hint: Users information (user id, password, credit card number) would be stored in web.xml. Each user should have a separate Shopping Cart.
5. Redo the previous task using JSP by converting the static web pages of assignments 2 into dynamic web pages. Create a database with user information and books information. The books catalogue should be dynamically loaded from the database. Follow the MVC architecture while doing the website.
6. Implement the “Hello World!” program using JSP Struts Framework.
Additional Assignment Problems

1. Write an HTML page including any required Javascript that takes a number from one text field in the range of 0 to 999 and shows it in another text field in words. If the number is out of range, it should show “out of range” and if it is not a number, it should show “not a number” message in the result box.

2. Write a Java Swing application that takes a text file name as input and counts the characters, words and lines in the file. Words are separated with white space characters and lines are separated with new line character.

3. Write a simple calculator servlet that takes two numbers and an operator (+, -, /, * and %) from an HTML page and returns the result page with the operation performed on the operands. It should check in a database if the same expression is already computed and if so, just return the value from database. Use MySQL or PostgreSQL.

4. Write an HTML page that contains a list of 5 countries. When the user selects a country, its capital should be printed next to the list. Add CSS to customize the properties of the font of the capital (color, bold and font size).

5. Write a servlet that takes name and age from an HTML page. If the age is less than 18, it should send a page with “Hello <name>, you are not authorized to visit this site” message, where <name> should be replaced with the entered name. Otherwise it should send “Welcome <name> to this site” message.

6. Write a calculator program in HTML that performs basic arithmetic operations (+, -, /, * and %). Use CSS to change the foreground and background color of the values, buttons and result display area separately. Validate the input strings using JavaScript regular expressions. Handle any special cases like division with zero reasonably. The screen may look similar to the following:

7. Write a Java program that creates a calculator GUI, as shown in figure. Extra components may be added for convenience:

The Color Scheme may be Black on White or Blue on Yellow (selectable) and accordingly all components colors must be changed. The values can be either entered or increased or decreased by a step of 10. The operators are +, -, / and * (selectable). Once any change takes place, the result must be automatically computed by the program.
8. Write a Java Application that will read an XML file that contains personal information (Name, Mobile Number, age and place. It reads the information using SAX parser. After reading the information, it shows two input Text Fields in a window, one for tag name and the other for value. Once these two values are given, it should list all the records in the XML file that match the value of the given field in a text area (result box). For example, if the two text boxes are entered with “name” and “ABCD” then it should show all the records for which name is “ABCD”? An Illustration is given below that takes a mobile number and lists all the records that have the same mobile number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>9449449449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>abc, 22, Hyderabad, def, 23, Delhi, xxx, 44, Chennai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Consider the following web application for implementation:
   The user is first served a login page which takes user’s name and password. After submitting the details the server checks these values against the data from a database and takes the following decisions.
   If name and password matches, serves a welcome page with user's full name.
   If name matches and password doesn't match, then serves “password mismatch” page.
   If name is not found in the database, serves a registration page, where users full name, present user name (used to login) and password are collected. Implement this application in:
   1. Pure JSP
   2. Pure Servlets
   3. Struts Framework

10. Implement a simple arithmetic calculator with +, -, /, *, % and = operations using Struts Framework. The number of times the calculator is used should be displayed at the bottom (use session variable).

iii) Internet Technologies and Services Lab - Additional Problems
1. Create a web Service in Java that takes two city names from the user and returns the distance between these two from data available from a table in MySql. Write a java and a C# client which use the above service.
2. Write a Java program that takes a file as input and encrypts it using DES encryption. The program should check if the file exists and its size is not zero.
3. Write a Java program that generates a key pair and encrypts a given file using RSA algorithm.
4. Write a Java program that finds digest value of a given string.
5. Consider the following xml file for encryption

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<transaction> <from>12345</from> <to>54321</to> <amount>10000</amount> <secretcode>abc123</secretcode> <checksum></checksum> </transaction>
```
Replace <from> and <to> values with the RSA encrypted values represented with base64 encoding assuming that the public key is available in a file in local directory “pubkey.dat”. Encrypt <secretcode> with AES algorithm with a password ‘secret’. The checksum of all the field values concatenated with a delimiter character ‘+’ will be inserted in the checksum and the xml file is written to encrypted.xml file.

6. Assume that a file ‘config.xml’, which has the following information:

```xml
<users>
  <user>
    <name>abc</name> <pwd>pwd123</pwd> <role>admin</role> <md5>xxx</md5>
  </user>
  <user>
    <name>def</name> <pwd>pwd123</pwd> <role>guest</role> <md5>xxx</md5>
  </user>
</users>
```

Replace name and role with DES encrypted values and pwd with RSA encrypted values (represent the values with base64 encoding). The public key is available in “public.key” file in current directory. Replace xxx with respective MD5 values of all the fields for each user. Write the resulting file back to config.xml.

7. Write an HTML page that gives 3 multiple choice (a,b,c and d) questions from a set of 5 preloaded questions randomly. After each question is answered change the color of the question to either green or blue using CSS. Finally on clicking OK button that is provided, the score should be displayed as a pop-up window. Use Java Script for dynamic content

8. Write an HTML page that has 3 countries on the left side (“USA”, “UK” and “INDIA”) and on the right side of each country, there is a pull-down menu that contains the following entries: (“Select Answer”, “New Delhi”, “Washington” and “London”). The user will match the Countries with their respective capitals by selecting an item from the menu. The user chooses all the three answers (whether right or wrong). Then colors of the countries should be changed either to green or to red depending on the answer. Use CSS for changing color

9. Write an HTML Page that can be used for registering the candidates for an entrance test. The fields are: name, age, qualifying examination (diploma or 10+2), stream in qualifying examination. If qualifying examination is “diploma”, the stream can be “Electrical”, “Mechanical” or “Civil”. If the qualifying examination is 10+2, the stream can be “MPC” or “BPC” Validate the name to accept only characters and spaces.

10. Write an HTML page that has two selection menus. The first menu contains the states (“AP”, “TN” and “KN”) and depending on the selection the second menu should show the following items: “Hyderabad”, “Vijayawada”, “Kurnool” for AP, “Chennai”, “Salem”, “Madurai” for TN and “Bangalore”, “Bellary”, “Mysore” for KN.

11. Write an HTML page that has phone buttons 0 to 9 and a text box that shows the dialed number. If 00 is pressed at the beginning, it should be replaced with a + symbol in the text box. If the number is not a valid international number (+ followed by country code and 10 digit phone number) the color of the display should be red and it should turn to green when the number is valid. Consider only “+91, +1 and +44 as valid country codes. Use CSS for defining colors.

12. Write an HTML page that has a text box for phone number or Name. If a number is entered in the box the name should be displayed next to the number. If 00 is pressed at the beginning, it should be replaced with a + symbol in the text box. If a name is entered in the text box, it should show the number next to the name. If the corresponding value is not found, show it in
13. A library consists of 10 titles and each title has a given number of books initially. A student can take or return a book by entering his/her HTNo as user ID and a given password. If there are at least two books, the book is issued and the balance is modified accordingly.
(a) Use RDBMS and implement it with JSP.
(b) Use XML File for data and Implement it with JSP
(c) Use RDBMS and implement it with Servlets
(d) Use XML File for data and Implement it with Servlets

14. A Bus Reservation System contains the details of a bus seat plan for 40 seats in 2x2 per row arrangement, where the seats are numbered from 1 to 40 from first row to last row. The customer can visit the website and can reserve a ticket of his choice if available by entering his details (Name, Address, Gender and Age). The customer can cancel the ticket by entering the seat number and his name as entered for reservation.
(a) Use RDBMS and implement it with JSP.
(b) Use XML File for data and Implement it with JSP
(c) Use RDBMS and implement it with Servlets
(d) Use XML File for data and Implement it with Servlets

15. Implement a simple messaging system with the following details:
When a student logs in with his/her HTNO and a given password, they should get all the messages posted to him/her giving the ID of sender and the actual message. Each message may be separated with a ruler. There should be a provision for the user to send a message to any number of users by giving the IDs separated with commas in the “To” text box.
(a) Use RDBMS and implement it with JSP.
(b) Use XML File for data and Implement it with JSP
(c) Use RDBMS and implement it with Servlets
(d) Use XML File for data and Implement it with Servlets

16. There is an image of 600x100 size which can be logically divided into 12 button areas with labels (0-9, +, =). Write a javascript calculator program that uses this image as input virtual keyboard and three text areas for two input numbers and result of sum of these numbers. Add a CSS that can be used to change the colors of text and background of text areas and the page. The input numbers can be up to 4 digits each.

17. Develop a web application that takes user name and password as input and compares them with those available in an xml user database. If they match, it should display the welcome page that contains the user’s full name and last used date and time retrieved from a client cookie. On logout it stores new time to the cookie and displays a goodbye page. If authentication fails, it should store the attempt number to the client cookie and displays an error page. Add necessary CSS that takes care of the font, color of foreground and background.

18. A web application has the following specifications:
The first page (Login page) should have a login screen where the user gives the login name and password. Both fields must be validated on client side for a minimum length of 4 characters, name should be lower case a-z characters only and password should contain at least one digit. On submitting these values, the server should validate them with a MySQL database and if failed, show the login page along with a message saying “Login Name or
Password Mismatch” in Red color below the main heading and above the form. If successful, show a welcome page with the user's full name (taken from database) and a link to Logout. On logout, a good bye page is displayed with the total time of usage (Logout time – login time). Specify the Schema details of table and web.xml file contents.

Implement it using (a) JSP Pages (b) Servlets (c) Struts

19. Design a struts based web portal for an international conference with following specifications:

The welcome page should give the details of the conference and a link to login. If login fails, direct them back for re-login and also provide a link for registration. On successful registration/login, the user will be directed to a page where s/he can see the status (accepted/rejected) of their already submitted papers followed by a form for submitting a doc file to the conference. Provide a logout button on all pages including the home page, once the user logs in. Implement validation framework to check that the user name is in the form of CCDDCC and password is in the form of (CCSDDD) (C for character, S for special character (one of @, #, $, %, ^, & and !) and D for digit). Database should be accessed through Connection Pool for MySql for user information. Provide scope for internationalization in future. Assume any missing information and mention it first.
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Python Basic exercises

1. Write a Python program that reads 10 integers from keyboard and prints the average of even numbers and odd numbers separately.

2. Write a Python program that prints the grade of a student when internal and external marks are given. A candidate is declared Failed (Grade = F), if Total marks < 50 or External marks < 25.

If a candidate is passed, then Grade is given as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 &lt;= total marks &lt; 60</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 &lt;= total marks &lt; 70</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 &lt;= total marks &lt; 80</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 &lt;= total marks &lt; 90</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total marks &gt;= 70</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Create a table in MySQL that stores the status of devices in a house with the following data (Device ID, Device Name and Device State, last altered date and time). Now write a Python program that reads and alters the state of a given device. The date format is “YYYY-MM-DD:HH-mm-ss” where mm is minutes and ss is seconds.

4. Write a Python program that loads all the states of the devices into a dictionary from the table mentioned above.

5. Write a Python program that sorts the device states based on the last altered time.

6. Write a Python program that reads a string from keyboard and prints the count of each alphabet in the string.

7. Write a Python program that reads a page from internet and prints it on the screen.

8. Write a Python program that reads and modifies an XML file.
9. Write a Python program that reads and alters JSON data from a database table

10. Write a client-server Python program that uses socket connection to implement a time server. The client will connect to the server and the server sends the current time as “YYYY-MM-DD:HH-mm-ss” format. This value should be printed on the client side.

11. Write a Python program that generates 10 random numbers and stores them in a text file one per line. Now write another Python program that reads this data into a list and shows them

12. Write a program that reads key-value pair data from a file and stores them in a database table

13. Write a Python program that reads a time string in the format of “YYYY-MM-DD:HH-mm-ss” and prints its components separately.

14. Write a Python program that reads data from a table and writes it to a text file using tab as field separator and new line as record separator and vice versa.

**Raspberry Pi Experiments:**

*Use Raspberry Pi for all the experiments*

1. Connect an LED to GPIO pin 25 and control it through command line

2. Connect an LED to GPIO pin 24 and a Switch to GPIO 25 and control the LED with the switch. The state of LED should toggle with every press of the switch

3. Use DHT11 temperature sensor and print the temperature and humidity of the room with an interval of 15 seconds

4. Use joystick and display the direction on the screen

5. Use Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) and control an LED that should switch-on/off depending on the light.

6. Create a traffic light signal with three colored lights (Red, Orange and Green) with a duty cycle of 5-2-10 seconds.

7. User rotary encoder and print the position of the shaft on the console

8. Control a servo motor angle that is taken from the keyboard

9. Switch on and switch of a DC motor based on the position of a switch

10. Convert an analog voltage to digital value and show it on the screen.

11. Create a door lock application using a reed switch and magnet and give a beep when the door is opened.

12. Control a 230V device (Bulb) with Raspberry Pi using a relay

13. Control a 230V device using a threshold temperature, using temperature sensor.
14. Simulate an earthquake alarm using vibration sensor and give an alarm when vibration is detected.

15. Create an application that has three LEDs (Red, Green and white). The LEDs should follow the cycle (All Off, Red On, Green On, White On) for each clap (use sound sensor).

16. Create a web application for the above applications wherever possible with suitable modifications to get input and to send output.
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List of Sample Problems:

Task 1: Credit Risk Assessment

Description:

The business of banks is making loans. Assessing the credit worthiness of an applicant is of crucial importance. You have to develop a system to help a loan officer decide whether the credit of a customer is good, or bad. A bank’s business rules regarding loans must consider two opposing factors. On the one hand, a bank wants to make as many loans as possible. Interest on these loans is the banks profit source. On the other hand, a bank cannot afford to make too many bad loans. Too many bad loans could lead to the collapse of the bank. The bank's loan policy must involve a compromise: not too strict, and not too lenient.

To do the assignment, you first and foremost need some knowledge about the world of credit. You can acquire such knowledge in a number of ways.
1. Knowledge Engineering. Find a loan officer who is willing to talk. Interview her and try to represent her knowledge in the form of production rules.
2. Books. Find some training manuals for loan officers or perhaps a suitable textbook on finance. Translate this knowledge from text form to production rule form.
3. Common sense. Imagine yourself as a loan officer and make up reasonable rules which can be used to judge the credit worthiness of a loan applicant.
4. Case histories. Find records of actual cases where competent loan officers correctly judged when, and when not to, approve a loan application.

The German Credit Data:
Actual historical credit data is not always easy to come by because of confidentiality rules. Here is one such dataset, consisting of 1000 actual cases collected in Germany. credit dataset (original) Excel spreadsheet version of the German credit data.
In spite of the fact that the data is German, you should probably make use of it for this assignment. (Unless you really can consult a real loan officer !)

A few notes on the German dataset
• DM stands for Deutsche Mark, the unit of currency, worth about 90 cents Canadian (but looks and acts like a quarter).
• owns_telephone. German phone rates are much higher than in Canada so fewer people own telephones.
• foreign_worker. There are millions of these in Germany (many from Turkey). It is very hard to get German citizenship if you were not born of German parents.
• There are 20 attributes used in judging a loan applicant. The goal is the classify the applicant into one of two categories, good or bad.

Subtasks : (Turn in your answers to the following tasks)

1. List all the categorical (or nominal) attributes and the real-valued attributes separately. (5 marks)

2. What attributes do you think might be crucial in making the credit assessment? Come up with some simple rules in plain English using your selected attributes. (5 marks)

3. One type of model that you can create is a Decision Tree - train a Decision Tree using the complete dataset as the training data. Report the model obtained after training. (10 marks)

4. Suppose you use your above model trained on the complete dataset, and classify credit good/bad for each of the examples in the dataset. What % of examples can you classify correctly? (This is also called testing on the training set) Why do you think you cannot get 100% training accuracy? (10 marks)

5. Is testing on the training set as you did above a good idea? Why or Why not? (10 marks)

6. One approach for solving the problem encountered in the previous question is using cross-validation? Describe what is cross-validation briefly. Train a Decision Tree again using cross-validation and report your results. Does your accuracy increase/decrease? Why? (10 marks)

7. Check to see if the data shows a bias against "foreign workers" (attribute 20), or "personal-status" (attribute 9). One way to do this (perhaps rather simple minded) is to remove these attributes from the dataset and see if the decision tree created in those cases is significantly different from the full dataset case which you have already done. To remove an attribute you can use the preprocess tab in Weka's GUI Explorer. Did removing these attributes have any significant effect? Discuss. (10 marks)

8. Another question might be, do you really need to input so many attributes to get good results? Maybe only a few would do. For example, you could try just having attributes 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 17 (and 21, the class attribute (naturally)). Try out some combinations. (You
had removed two attributes in problem 7. Remember to reload the arff data file to get all the attributes initially before you start selecting the ones you want. (10 marks)

9. Sometimes, the cost of rejecting an applicant who actually has a good credit (case 1) might be higher than accepting an applicant who has bad credit (case 2). Instead of counting the misclassifications equally in both cases, give a higher cost to the first case (say cost 5) and lower cost to the second case. You can do this by using a cost matrix in Weka. Train your Decision Tree again and report the Decision Tree and cross-validation results. Are they significantly different from results obtained in problem 6 (using equal cost)? (10 marks)

10. Do you think it is a good idea to prefer simple decision trees instead of having long complex decision trees? How does the complexity of a Decision Tree relate to the bias of the model? (10 marks)

11. You can make your Decision Trees simpler by pruning the nodes. One approach is to use Reduced Error Pruning - Explain this idea briefly. Try reduced error pruning for training your Decision Trees using cross-validation (you can do this in Weka) and report the Decision Tree you obtain? Also, report your accuracy using the pruned model. Does your accuracy increase? (10 marks)

12. (Extra Credit): How can you convert a Decision Trees into "if-then-else rules". Make up your own small Decision Tree consisting of 2-3 levels and convert it into a set of rules. There also exist different classifiers that output the model in the form of rules - one such classifier in Weka is rules.PART, train this model and report the set of rules obtained. Sometimes just one attribute can be good enough in making the decision, yes, just one! Can you predict what attribute that might be in this dataset? OneR classifier uses a single attribute to make decisions (it chooses the attribute based on minimum error). Report the rule obtained by training a one R classifier. Rank the performance of j48, PART and oneR. (10 marks)

Task Resources:

- Mentor lecture on Decision Trees
- Andrew Moore's Data Mining Tutorials (See tutorials on Decision Trees and Cross Validation)
- Decision Trees (Source: Tan, MSU)
- Tom Mitchell's book slides (See slides on Concept Learning and Decision Trees)
- Weka resources:
  - Introduction to Weka (html version) (download ppt version)
  - Download Weka
Task 2: Hospital Management System

Data Warehouse consists Dimension Table and Fact Table.

REMEMBER The following

Dimension

The dimension object (Dimension):

- Name, Attributes (Levels), with one primary key
- Hierarchies One time dimension is must.

About Levels and Hierarchies

Dimension objects (dimension) consist of a set of levels and a set of hierarchies defined over those levels. The levels represent levels of aggregation. Hierarchies describe parent-child relationships among a set of levels.

For example, a typical calendar dimension could contain five levels. Two hierarchies can be defined on these levels:

H1: YearL > QuarterL > MonthL > WeekL > DayL
H2: YearL > WeekL > DayL

The hierarchies are described from parent to child, so that Year is the parent of Quarter, Quarter the parent of Month, and so forth.

About Unique Key Constraints

When you create a definition for a hierarchy, Warehouse Builder creates an identifier key for each level of the hierarchy and a unique key constraint on the lowest level (Base Level)

Design a Hospital Management system data warehouse (TARGET) consists of Dimensions Patient, Medicine, Supplier, Time. Where measures are ‘NO UNITS’, UNIT PRICE.

Assume the Relational database (SOURCE) table schemas as follows

TIME (day, month, year),
PATIENT (patient_name, Age, Address, etc.,)
MEDICINE ( Medicine_Brand_name, Drug_name, Supplier, no_units, Uinit_Price, etc.,)
SUPPLIER : ( Supplier_name, Medicine_Brand_name, Address, etc., )

If each Dimension has 6 levels, decide the levels and hierarchies, Assume the level names suitably.

Design the Hospital Management system data warehouse using all schemas. Give the example 4-D cube with assumption names.

Similar Tasks Can Be Framed
Note: The problems given below are only sample problems.

1. Write a Python program that reads a list of names and ages, then prints the list sorted by age.

2. Write a Python program that will prompt the user for a file name, read all the lines from the file into a list, sort the list, and then print the lines in sorted order.

3. Write a Python program that asks the user for a file name, and then prints the number of characters, words, and lines in the file.

4. Write a Python program that will prompt the user for a string and a file name, and then print all lines in the file that contain the string.

5. Create a class Rectangle. The constructor for this class should take two numeric arguments, which are the length and breadth. Add methods to compute the area and perimeter of the rectangle, as well as methods that simply return the length and breadth. Add a method isSquare that returns a Boolean value if the Rectangle is a Square.

6. Write a class Complex for performing arithmetic with complex numbers. The constructor for this class should take two floating-point values. Add methods for adding, subtracting, and multiplying two complex numbers.

7. Write a Python program that converts a fully parenthesized arithmetic expression from infix to postfix.

8. Write a Python program that reads a postfix expression from standard input, evaluates it, and writes the value to standard output.
9. Write a Python program that takes a command-line argument n and writes the number of primes less than or equal to n.

10. Write a Python program that implements binary search method to search for a key in a sorted list.

Sample problems covering data structures:

11. Write Python program to implement the List ADT using a linked list.

12. Write Python programs to implement the deque (double ended queue) ADT using
   a) Array    b) Singly linked list    c) Doubly linked list.

13. Write a Python program to implement priority queue ADT.

14. Write a Python program to perform the following operations:
   a) Construct a binary search tree of elements.
   b) Search for a key element in the above binary search tree.
   c) Delete an element from the above binary search tree.

15. Write a Python program to implement all the functions of a dictionary (ADT) using Hashing.

16. Write Python programs that use recursive and non-recursive functions to traverse the given binary tree in
   a) Preorder    b) Inorder    c) Postorder.

17. Write Python programs for implementing the following sorting methods:
   a) Merge sort
   b) Insertion sort    e) Heap sort
   c) Quick sort    f) Radix sort

18. Write a Python program that counts the occurrences of words in a text file and displays the words in decreasing order of their occurrence counts.
19. Write a Python program that prompts the user to enter a directory or a filename and displays its size.

20. Write a Python program that uses a recursive function to print all the permutations of a string.

21. Write a Python program that prompts the user to enter a directory and displays the number of files in the directory.

22. Suppose the password rules are as follows:
   i) A password must have at least eight characters.
   ii) A password must consist of only letters and digits.
   iii) A password must contain at least two digits.

   Write a Python program that prompts the user to enter a password (string) and displays whether it is valid or invalid password.

23. Write a Python program to compute $n!$ for large values of $n$.

24. In data compression, a set of strings is prefix-free if no string is a prefix of another.
   For example, the set of strings 01, 10, 0010, and 1111 is prefix-free, but the set of strings 01, 10, 0010, 1010 is not prefix-free because 10 is a prefix of 1010. Write a Python program that reads a set of strings from standard input and determines whether the set is prefix-free.

**Sample problems covering Networking applications:**

25. Write Echo Server and Client programs in Python.

26. Develop Echo Server in Python, one that can handle multiple clients in parallel using forking model on Unix platform.

27. Develop Echo Server in Python, one that can handle multiple clients in parallel.
using threading model on Unix and Microsoft windows platforms.

28. Develop Echo Server in Python, one that can handle multiple clients in parallel by multiplexing client connections and the main dispatcher with the select system call. Here a single event loop can process clients and accept new ones in parallel.

29. Implement in Python client and server-side logic to transfer an arbitrary file from server to client over a socket.

**Sample problems covering GUI applications, Web applications and Database applications:**

**GUI applications:**

1. Write a Python program that works as a simple calculator. Use a grid to arrange buttons for the digits and for the +, -, *, % operations. Add a text field to display the result.

2. Develop a Python GUI application that receives an integer in one text field, and computes its factorial Value and fills it in another text field, when the button named “Compute” is clicked.

3. Write a Python program that creates a user interface to perform integer divisions. The user enters two numbers in the text fields, Num1 and Num2. The division of Num1 and Num2 is displayed in the Result field when the Divide button is clicked. If Num1 or Num2 were not an integer Num2 is Zero, the program should Display an appropriate message in the result field in Red color.

4. Write a Python program that simulates a traffic light. The program lets the user select one of three lights: red, yellow, or green. When a radio button is selected, the light is turned on, and only one light can be on at a time. No light is on when the program starts.

**Web Applications**

1. Create a registration form with User name, Password and Aadhar Number. Validate the fields for correctness using JavaScript.
2. Create a database for registration and store the submitted values in the local database using
serverside Python programs. If user name already exists, send back an error page.

3. Using cookies, display the user’s last login time on the welcome page when the user logs
into the website.

   a) Write an HTML page including any required Javascript that takes a number from one text
field in the range of 0 to 999 and shows it in another text field in words. If the number is out
of range, it should show “out of range” and if it is not a number, it should show “not a
number” message in the result box.

   b) Implement the same program in standalone GUI Program.

4. Write a Python GUI application that takes a text file name as input and counts the characters,
words and lines in the file. Words are separated with white space characters and lines are separated
with new line character.

5. Write a simple calculator web application that takes two numbers and an operator (+, -, /, * and %)
from an HTML page and sends the result page with the operation performed on the operands. It
should check in a database if the same expression is already computed and if so, just return the value
from database. Use MySQL or PostgreSQL.

6. Write an HTML page that contains a list of 5 countries. When the user selects a country, its capital
should be printed next to the list. Add CSS to customize the properties of the font of the capital
(color, bold and font size).

7. Write a web Python application that takes name and age from an HTML page. If the age is less
than 18, it should send a page with “Hello <name>, you are not authorized to visit this site”
message, where <name> should be replaced with the entered name. Otherwise it should send
“Welcome <name> to this site” message.

8. Write a calculator program in HTML that performs basic arithmetic operations (+, -, /, * and %).
Use CSS to change the foreground and background color of the values, buttons and result display
area separately. Validate the input strings using JavaScript regular expressions. Handle any special cases like division with zero reasonably. The screen may look similar to the following:

9. Write a Python program that creates a calculator GUI, as shown in figure. Extra components may be added for convenience:

The Color Scheme may be Black on White or Blue on Yellow (selectable) and accordingly all components colors must be changed. The values can be either entered or increased or decreased by a step of 10. The operators are +, -, / and * (selectable). Once any change takes place, the result must be automatically computed by the program.

10. Write a Python Application that will read a text file that contains personal information (Name, Mobile Number, age and place (fields are separated by tabs and records are separated with new line). The first line contains the header with field names. After reading the information, it shows two input Text Fields in a window, one for name and the other for value. Once these two values are given, it should list all the records in the file that match the value of the given field in a text area (result box). For example, if the two text boxes are entered with “name” and “ABCD” then it should show all the records for which name is “ABCD”. An Illustration is given below that takes a mobile number and lists all the records that have the same mobile number.
11. Consider the following web application for implementation:

a. The user is first served a login page which takes user's name and password. After submitting the details the server checks these values against the data from a database and takes the following decisions.
b. If name and password matches, serves a welcome page with user's full name.
c. If name matches and password doesn't match, then serves “password mismatch” page
d. If name is not found in the database, serves a registration page, where users full name, present user name (used to login) and password are collected.

**TEXT BOOKS :**

5. The Python 3 Standard Library by Example, Doug Hellmann, Pearson.
8. [www.python.org](http://www.python.org) web site.
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FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
(AUDIT-1)

Objectives

- To understand the fundamental concepts underlying OOP and apply them in solving problems.
- To learn to write programs in Java for solving problems.
- To understand the functions of Operating systems.
- To understand the Operating system services.
- To learn to use SQL to create, query and update the data in databases.

UNIT I

Java Basics - Java buzzwords, comments, data types, variables, constants, scope and life time of variables, operators, operator hierarchy, expressions, type conversion and casting, control flow-block scope, conditional statements, loops, break and continue statements, simple java program, arrays, input and output, formatting output, Key attributes of Object Oriented Programming- Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism. classes, objects, constructors, methods, parameter passing, static fields and methods, access control, this reference, overloading methods and constructors, recursion, garbage collection. String handling-building strings, operating on strings, StringBuffer and StringBuilder, Enumerations, autoboxing and unboxing, Generics.

UNIT II

Inheritance – Inheritance concept, benefits of inheritance , Super classes and Sub classes, Member access rules, Inheritance hierarchies, super uses, preventing inheritance: final classes and methods, casting, polymorphism- dynamic binding, method overriding, abstract classes and methods, the Object class and its methods. Interfaces – Interfaces vs. Abstract classes, defining an interface, implementing interfaces, accessing implementations through interface references, extending interface. Packages-defining, creating and accessing a Package, understanding CLASSPATH, importing packages.

UNIT III

Exception handling – Dealing with errors, benefits of exception handling, the classification of exceptions- exception hierarchy, checked exceptions and unchecked exceptions, usage of try, catch, throw, throws and finally, exception specification, built in exceptions, creating own exception sub classes. Files – streams- byte streams, character streams, text Input/output, binary input/output, random access file operations, file management using File class , java.io.
UNIT IV
Operating system Introduction- Operating system objectives and functions, Computer system organization, Computer system Architecture, Operating system structure, Operating system operations (Refer to Chapter 1 of 2nd text book).
Operating system structures-Operating system services, User and Operating system interface, System calls, types of System calls, System programs (Refer to Chapter 2 of 2nd text book).

UNIT V
MySQL(Database)- Introduction to SQL, Data types, Creating Database objects , Querying and Updating Data- Data Definition language (DDL) statements-CREATE,ALTER,DROP and Data Manipulation Language statements(DML)-SELECT,INSERT, UPDATE,DELETE((Refer to Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of 3rd text book).

TEXT BOOKS :
3. Database Systems, 6th edition, R. Elamasri and S. B. Navathe, Pearson(Refer to Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 only)

REFERENCE BOOKS :
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SE1A12 
PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS  
(Audit-1) 

Course Objectives: 

➢ To teach the four language skills - Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing; critical thinking skills to students. 
➢ To enable students comprehend the concept of communication. 
➢ To help students cultivate the habit of Reading and develop their critical reading skills. 

Course Outcomes: 

➢ Students are trained to convert the conceptual understanding of communication into every day practice. 
➢ Students are expected to be ready for placements. 
➢ Students are prepared to communicate their ideas relevantly and coherently in professional writing. 

UNIT I 
INTRODUCTION 


UNIT II 
READING & STUDY SKILLS 

Reading Comprehension – Reading Strategies - Skimming and Scanning- Intensive and Extensive Reading- Unknown Passage for Comprehension - Critical Reading of Short Stories – Study Skills – Note Making – Summarizing – Articles and Prepositions – Synonyms and Antonyms 

UNIT III 

WRITING SKILLS Difference between Spoken and Written Communication- Features of Effective Writing - Formation of a Sentence – SVOs and SVOC patterns – Types of sentences-
Common errors in Writing - Writing coherent sentences using connectives and conjunctions-
Written Presentation Skills – Tenses – Concord – Question Tags - Practice Exercises - One Word
Substitutes – Words Often Confused and Misspelt.

UNIT IV

PROFESSIONAL WRITING Letter writing – Types, Parts and Styles of Formal Letters –
Language to be used in Formal Letters – Letters of Enquiry, Complaint, and Apology with
Replies – Letter of Application -Resume – E-mail – Active and Passive Voice.

UNIT V

REPORT WRITING

Types of Reports – Formats of Reports – Memo Format – Letter Format and Manuscript Format-

REFERENCE BOOKS:

   English. Kolkata: Orient Blackswan
   Macmillan India Pvt. Ltd
    Blackswan
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PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LIFE ENLIGHTENMENT SKILLS
(AUDIT-I)

Course Objectives

1. To learn to achieve the highest goal happily
2. To become a person with stable mind, pleasing personality and determination
3. To awaken wisdom in students

UNIT - I

Neetisatakam-Holistic development of personality ,Verses- 19,20,21,22 (wisdom),Verses- 29,31,32 (pride & heroism) ,Verses- 26,28,63,65 (virtue) ,Verses- 52,53,59 (dont’s) ,Verses- 71,73,75,78 (do’s)

UNIT - II

• Approach to day to day work and duties
• Shrimad BhagwadGeeta : Chapter 2-Verses 41, 47,48,
• Chapter 3-Verses 13, 21, 27, 35, Chapter 6-Verses 5,13,17, 23, 35,
• Chapter 18-Verses 45, 46, 48.

UNIT - III

• Statements of basic knowledge. ,Shrimad BhagwadGeeta: Chapter2-Verses 56, 62, 68
• Chapter 12 -Verses 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18
• Personality of Role model. Shrimad BhagwadGeeta:Chapter2-Verses 17, Chapter 3-
Verses 36,37,42,
• Chapter 4-Verses 18, 38,39 , Chapter18 – Verses 37,38,63

Suggested reading

1. “Srimad Bhagavad Gita” by Swami SwarupanandaAdvaita Ashram (Publication Department), Kolkata
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR I SEMESTER
SE1A14
VALUE EDUCATION
( AUDIT-1)

Course Objectives
Students will be able to

1. Understand value of education and self-development
2. Imbibe good values in students
3. Let the should know about the importance of character

UNIT - I

UNIT - II

UNIT - III

UNIT - IV

UNIT - V

TEXTBOOK:
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR I SEMESTER
SE1A15
CONSTITUTION OF INDIA
( AUDIT-1)

Course Objectives:

Students will be able to:

1. Understand the premises informing the twin themes of liberty and freedom from a civil rights perspective.

2. To address the growth of Indian opinion regarding modern Indian intellectuals’ constitutional role and entitlement to civil and economic rights as well as the emergence of nationhood in the early years of Indian nationalism.

3. To address the role of socialism in India after the commencement of the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 and its impact on the initial drafting of the Indian Constitution

UNIT - I


UNIT - II


UNIT - III

Organs of Governance: Parliament Composition Qualifications and Disqualifications Powers and Functions Executive President Governor Council of Ministers Judiciary, Appointment and Transfer of Judges, Qualifications Powers and Functions

UNIT - IV

UNIT - V


Suggested reading

1. The Constitution of India, 1950 (Bare Act), Government Publication.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2C10
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN PATTERNS
(CORE – 4)

Objectives:
After completing this course, the student should be able to:
- To understand the concept of patterns and the Catalog.
- To discuss the Presentation tier design patterns and their affect on: sessions, client access, validation and consistency.
- To understand the variety of implemented bad practices related to the Business and Integration tiers.
- To highlight the evolution of patterns.
- To learn how to add functionality to designs while minimizing complexity.
- To learn what design patterns really are, and are not.
- To know about specific design patterns.
- To learn how to use design patterns to keep code quality high without over design.

UNIT I


UNIT II

Analyzing Architectures: Architecture Evaluation, Architecture design decision making, ATAM, CBAM. Moving from one system to many: Software Product Lines, Building systems from off the shelf components, Software architecture in future.

UNIT III

Patterns: Pattern Description, Organizing catalogs, role in solving design problems, Selection and usage. Creatational and Structural patterns: Abstract factory, builder, factory method, prototype, singleton, adapter, bridge, composite, façade, flyweight.

UNIT IV

Behavioural patterns: Chain of responsibility, command, Interpreter, iterator, mediator, memento, observer, state, strategy, template method, visitor.
UNIT V

Case Studies: A-7E – A case study in utilizing architectural structures, The World Wide Web - a case study in interoperability, Air Traffic Control – a case study in designing for high availability, Celsius Tech – a case study in product line development

TEXT BOOKS:

2. Design Patterns, Erich Gamma, Pearson Education.

REFERENCES:
2. Software architecture, David M. Dikel, David Kane and James R. Wilson, Prentice Hall PTR, 2001
5. Design Patterns in Java, Steven John Metsker & William C. Wake, Pearson education, 2006
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
1 YEAR II SEMESTER  
SE2C20  
SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE AND TESTING  
(CORE – 5)  

Objectives:  
The student should be able to:  
- To understand software testing and quality assurance as a fundamental component of software life cycle  
- To define the scope of SW T&QA projects  
- To efficiently perform T&QA activities using modern software tools  
- To estimate cost of a T&QA project and manage budgets  
- To prepare test plans and schedules for a T&QA project  
- To develop T&QA project staffing requirements  
- To effectively manage a T&QA project  

UNIT I  

UNIT II  

UNIT III  
Software Testing Tools: Selecting and Installing Software Testing tools – (Chapter 4) of T1. Automation and Testing Tools - (Chapter 15) of T2 Load Runner, Win runner and Rational Testing Tools, Silk test, Java Testing Tools, JMetra, JUNIT and Cactus. (Refer Internet and R9, R10)
UNIT IV

Testing Process Seven Step Testing Process – I: Overview of the Software Testing Process, Organizing of Testing, Developing the Test Plan, Verification Testing, Validation Testing. (Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) of T1

UNIT V


TEXT BOOKS:


REFERENCES:

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER  
SE2C30  
MACHINE LEARNING  
(CORE-6)  

Objectives:  
- To be able to formulate machine learning problems corresponding to different applications.  
- To understand a range of machine learning algorithms along with their strengths and weaknesses.  
- To understand the basic theory underlying machine learning.  

UNIT – I  
**Introduction:** An illustrative learning task, and a few approaches to it. What is known from algorithms? Theory, Experiment. Biology. Psychology. Overview of Machine learning, related areas and applications. Linear Regression, Multiple Regression, Logistic Regression, logistic functions  

**Concept Learning:** Version spaces. Inductive Bias. Active queries. Mistake bound/ PAC model.  

UNIT –II  
**Decision Tree Learning:** - Minimum Description Length Principle. Occam’s razor. Learning with active queries Introduction to information theory, Decision Trees, Cross Validation and Over fitting  

**Neural Network Learning:** Perceptions and gradient descent back propagation, multilayer networks and back propagation.  

UNIT –III  
**Sample Complexity and Over fitting:** Errors in estimating means. Cross Validation and jackknifing VC dimension. Irrelevant features: Multiplicative rules for weight tuning.  

**Support Vector Machines:** functional and geometric margins, optimum margin classifier, constrained optimization, Lagrange multipliers, primal/dual problems, KKT conditions, dual of the optimum margin classifier, soft margins, and kernels.  

**Bayesian Approaches:** The basics Expectation Maximization. Bayes theorem, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Markov models, Hidden Markov Models
UNIT—IV


Clustering and Unsupervised Learning: K-means clustering, Gaussian mixture density estimation, model selection

UNIT—V


Dimensionality reduction: feature selection, principal component analysis, linear discriminant analysis, factor analysis, independent component analysis, multidimensional scaling, manifold learning

TEXT BOOKS:

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER  
SE2E31  
INFORMATION SECURITY  
( ELECTIVE - 3)  

Objectives:  
- Understand the basic categories of threats to computers and networks  
- Understand various cryptographic algorithms.  
- Describe public-key cryptosystem.  
- Describe the enhancements made to IPv4 by IPSec  
- Understand Intrusions and intrusion detection  
- Discuss the fundamental ideas of public-key cryptography.  
- Generate and distribute a PGP key pair and use the PGP package to send an encrypted e-mail message.  
- Discuss Web security and Firewalls  

UNIT – I  
Cryptography: Concepts and Techniques: Introduction, plain text and cipher text, substitution techniques, transposition techniques, encryption and decryption, symmetric and asymmetric key cryptography, steganography, key range and key size, possible types of attacks.  

UNIT – II  
Symmetric key Ciphers: Block Cipher principles & Algorithms(DES, AES, Blowfish), Differential and Linear Cryptanalysis, Block cipher modes of operation, Stream ciphers, RC4, Location and placement of encryption function, Key distribution  
Asymmetric key Ciphers: Principles of public key cryptosystems, Algorithms(RSA, Diffie-Hellman, ECC), Key Distribution  

UNIT – III  

UNIT – IV  
E-Mail Security: Pretty Good Privacy, S/MIME  
UNIT – V


TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
3. Information Security, Principles and Practice : Mark Stamp, Wiley India.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER 

SE2E32 

COMPUTER FORENSICS 
( ELECTIVE-3) 

Objectives:  
To understand the cyberspace  
To understand the forensics fundamentals  
To understand the evidence capturing process. 
To understand the preservation of digital evidence. 


TEXT BOOKS:


REFERENCES:

3. Brian Carrier , "File System Forensic Analysis" , Addison Wesley, 2005
4. Dan Farmer & Wietse Venema , "Forensic Discovery", Addison Wesley, 2005
6. Chris Pogue, Cory Altheide, Todd Haverkos ,Unix and Linux Forensic Analysis DVD ToolKit, Syngress Inc. , 2008
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER  

SE2E33  
MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT  
( ELECTIVE-3)  

Objectives:  
- To demonstrate their understanding of the fundamentals of Android operating systems  
- To demonstrate their skills of using Android software development tools  
- To demonstrate their ability to develop software with reasonable complexity on mobile platform  
- To demonstrate their ability to deploy software to mobile devices  
- To demonstrate their ability to debug programs running on mobile devices  

UNIT I:  
Introduction to Android Operating System: Android OS design and Features – Android development framework, SDK features, Installing and running applications on Eclipse platform, Creating AVDs, Types of Android applications, Best practices in Android programming, Android tools Android application components – Android Manifest file, Externalizing resources like values, themes, layouts, Menus etc, Resources for different devices and languages, Runtime Configuration Changes Android Application Lifecycle – Activities, Activity lifecycle, activity states, monitoring state changes  

Unit II:  
Android User Interface: Measurements – Device and pixel density independent measuring units Layouts – Linear, Relative, Grid and Table Layouts User Interface (UI) Components – Editable and non editable TextViews, Buttons, Radio and Toggle Buttons, Checkboxes, Spinners, Dialog and pickers Event Handling – Handling clicks or changes of various UI components Fragments – Creating fragments, Lifecycle of fragments, Fragment states, Adding fragments to Activity, adding, removing and replacing fragments with fragment transactions, interfacing between fragments and Activities, Multi-screen Activities  

UNIT III  
Intents and Broadcasts: Intent – Using intents to launch Activities, Explicitly starting new Activity, Implicit Intents, Passing data to Intents, Getting results from Activities, Native Actions, using Intent to dial a number or to send SMS Broadcast Receivers – Using Intent filters to service implicit Intents, Resolving Intent filters, finding and using Intents received within an Activity Notifications – Creating and Displaying notifications, Displaying Toasts  

UNIT IV  
Persistent Storage: Files – Using application specific folders and files, creating files, reading data from files, listing contents of a directory Shared Preferences – Creating shared preferences, saving and retrieving data using Shared Preference Database – Introduction to SQLite database,
creating and opening a database, creating tables, inserting retrieving and deleting data, Registering Content Providers, Using content Providers (insert, delete, retrieve and update)

UNIT V
Advanced Topics: Alarms – Creating and using alarms Using Internet Resources – Connecting to internet resource, using download manager Location Based Services – Finding Current Location and showing location on the Map, updating location.

TEXT BOOKS:
1. Professional Android 4 Application Development, Reto Meier, Wiley India, (Wrox), 2012

REFERENCES:
1. Beginning Android 4 Application Development, Wei-Meng Lee, Wiley India (Wrox), 2013
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER  

SE2E34  
NETWORK PROGRAMMING  
(ELECTIVE - 3 )  

Objectives:  
- To understand Linux utilities  
- To understand file handling, signals  
- To understand IPC, network programming in Java  
- To understand processes to communicate with each other across a Computer Network.  

UNIT – I  

Linux Utilities- File handling utilities, Security by file permissions, Process utilities, Disk utilities, Networking utilities, Filters, Text processing utilities and Backup utilities. Bourne again shell(bash) - Introduction, pipes and redirection, here documents, running a shell script, the shell as a programming language, shell meta characters, file name substitution, shell variables, command substitution, shell commands, the environment, quoting, test command, control structures, arithmetic in shell, shell script examples. Review of C programming concepts-arrays, strings (library functions), pointers, function pointers, structures, unions, libraries in C.  

UNIT – II  


UNIT – III  

Signals- Introduction to signals, Signal generation and handling, Kernel support for signals, Signal function, unreliable signals, reliable signals, kill, raise , alarm, pause, abort, sleep functions. Interprocess Communication - Introduction to IPC mechanisms, Pipes- creation, IPC between related processes using unnamed pipes, FIFOs-creation, IPC between unrelated processes using FIFOs(Named pipes), differences between unnamed and named pipes, popen and pclose library functions, Introduction to message queues, semaphores and shared memory. Message Queues- Kernel support for messages, UNIX system V APIs for messages, client/server example. Semaphores- Kernel support for semaphores, UNIX system V APIs for semaphores.
UNIT – IV

Shared Memory- Kernel support for shared memory, UNIX system V APIs for shared memory, client/server example. Network IPC - Introduction to Unix Sockets, IPC over a network, Client-Server model ,Address formats(Unix domain and Internet domain), Socket system calls for Connection Oriented - Communication, Socket system calls for Connectionless-Communication, Example-Client/Server Programs- Single Server-Client connection, Multiple simultaneous clients, Socket options – setsockopt, getsockopt, fcntl.

UNIT-V

Network Programming in Java-Network basics, TCP sockets, UDP sockets (datagram sockets), Server programs that can handle one connection at a time and multiple connections (using multithreaded server), Remote Method Invocatio (Java RMI)-Basic RMI Process, Implementation details-Client-Server Application.

TEXT BOOKS:

1. Unix System Programming using C++, T.Chan, PHI.(Units II,III,IV)
3. An Introduction to Network Programming with Java, Jan Graba, Springer, 2010.(Unit V)
4. Unix Network Programming ,W.R. Stevens, PHI.(Units II,III,IV)

REFERENCES:

1. Linux System Programming, Robert Love, O'Reilly, SPD.
8. C Programming Language, Kernighan and Ritchie, PHI
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER 

SE2E35  
DATA SCIENCE  
(ELECTIVE-3)  

Objectives:  
To understand about big data, to learn the analytics of Big Data  
To understand how data is stored and processed in Hadoop  
To learn about NoSQL databases  
To learn R tool and understand how data is analyzed using R features  
To learn about spark and to understand what features of it are making it to overtake hadoop  

UNIT I  
Types of Digital data: Classification of Digital Data,  
Introduction to Big Data: What is big data, Evolution of Big Data, Traditional Business Intelligence vs Big Data, Coexistence of Big Data and Data Warehouse.  
Big Data Analytics: What is Big Data Analytics, What Big Data Analytics Isn’t, Why this sudden Hype Around Big Data Analytics, Classification of Analytics, Greatest Challenges that Prevent Business from Capitalizing Big Data, Top Challenges Facing Big Data, Why Big Data Analytics Important, Data Science, Terminologies used in Big Data Environments.  

UNIT II  
Hadoop: Features of Hadoop, Key advantages of hadoop, versions of hadoop, overview of hadoop ecosystem, Hadoop distributions.  
Why hadoop? RDBMS vs Hadoop, Distribution computing challenges, History of hadoop, Hadoop overview, HDFS  

UNIT III  
Processing data with hadoop, interfacing with hadoop ecosystem.  
NoSQL: Where it is used? What is it? Types of NoSQL Databases, Why NoSQL? Advantages of NoSQL, What we miss with NoSQL? Use of NoSQL in industry, SQL vs NoSQL.  

UNIT IV  
What is R? Why use R for analytics? How to run R? First R example, functions a short programming example, some important R data structures, vectors, matrices, lists, R programming structures.  

UNIT V  
Introduction to Spark, Scala language: values, data types, variables, expressions, conditional expressions, evaluation order, compound expressions, functions, tuple with functions, List, Length, ++, ::, sorted, reverse, sum, slice, mkString, contains, map, filter, leftfold, reduce, Map, Contains, getOrElse, WithDefault, Keys and Values, groupBy, set, mapValues, keys and values, Option(Some and None), Objects, classes, inheritance, traits
TEXT BOOKS:
1. BIG DATA and ANALYTICS, Seema Acharya, Subhashini Chellappan, Wiley publications.(Unit I, II, III)
3. “The art of R programming” by Norman matloff, 2009.(Unit IV)

REFERENCE BOOKS:
2. Lariss T. Moss, ShakuAtre, “ Business Intelligence Roadmap”, Addison-Wesley It Service.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2E41
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND ESTIMATION
(ELECTIVE - 4)

Objectives:

- Students will demonstrate knowledge of the distinction between critical and non-critical systems.
- Students will demonstrate the ability to manage a project including planning, scheduling and risk assessment/management.
- Students will author a software requirements document.
- Students will demonstrate an understanding of the proper contents of a software requirements document.
- Students will author a formal specification for a software system.
- Students will demonstrate an understanding of distributed system architectures and application architectures.
- Students will demonstrate an understanding of the differences between real-time and non-real-time systems.
- Students will demonstrate proficiency in rapid software development techniques.
- Students will demonstrate proficiency in software development cost estimation.
- Students will author a software testing plan.

UNIT I

Software Requirements: What and Why Essential Software requirement, Good practices for requirements engineering, Improving requirements processes, Software requirements and risk management Software Requirements Engineering Requirements elicitation, requirements analysis documentation, review, elicitation techniques, analysis models, Software quality attributes, risk reduction through prototyping, setting requirements priorities, verifying requirements quality.

UNIT II

Software Requirements Management Requirements management Principles and practices, Requirements attributes, Change Management Process, Requirements Traceability Matrix, Links in requirements chain Software Requirements Modeling Use Case Modeling, Analysis Models, Dataflow diagram, state transition diagram, class diagrams, Object analysis, Problem Frames
UNIT III

**Software Estimation** Components of Software Estimations, Estimation methods, Problems associated with estimation, Key project factors that influence estimation

**Size Estimation**

Two views of sizing, Function Point Analysis, Mark II FPA, Full Function Points, LOC Estimation, Conversion between size measures.

UNIT IV

**Effort, Schedule and Cost Estimation** What is Productivity? Estimation Factors, Approaches to Effort and Schedule Estimation, COCOMO II, Putnam Estimation Model, Algorithmic models, Cost Estimation

UNIT V


**TEXT BOOK:**


**REFERENCE BOOKS:**

1. *Software Requirements* by Karl E. Weigers, Microsoft Press.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2E42
HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION
(ELECTIVE – 4)

UNIT I
Introduction: Importance of user Interface – definition, importance of good design. Benefits of
good design. A brief history of Screen design,
The graphical user interface – popularity of graphics, the concept of direct manipulation,
graphical system, Characteristics, Web user – Interface popularity, characteristics- Principles of
user interface.

UNIT II
Design process – Human interaction with computers, importance of human characteristics human
consideration, Human interaction speeds, understanding business junctions.
Screen Designing:- Design goals – Screen planning and purpose, organizing screen elements,
ordering of screen data and content – screen navigation and flow – Visually pleasing
composition – amount of information – focus and emphasis – presentation information simply
and meaningfully – information retrieval on web – statistical graphics – Technological
consideration in interface design.

UNIT III
Windows – New and Navigation schemes selection of window, selection of devices based and
screen based controls.
Components – text and messages, Icons and increases – Multimedia, colors, uses problems,
choosing colors.

UNIT IV

UNIT V
Interaction Devices – Keyboard and function keys – pointing devices – speech recognition
digitization and generation – image and video displays – drivers.

TEXT BOOKS:
1. The essential guide to user interface design, Wilbert O Galitz, Wiley DreamTech.

REFERENCES:
1. Human – Computer Interaction. Alan Dix, Janet Fincay, Gre Goryd, Abowd, Russell
   Bealg, Pearson Education
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2E43
SOFTWARE SECURITY ENGINEERING
(ELECTIVE – 4)

Objectives:
• Students will demonstrate knowledge of the distinction between critical and non-critical systems.
• Students will demonstrate the ability to manage a project including planning, scheduling and risk assessment/management.
• Students will author a software requirements document.
• Students will demonstrate an understanding of the proper contents of a software requirements document.
• Students will author a formal specification for a software system.
• Students will demonstrate an understanding of distributed system architectures and application architectures.
• Students will demonstrate an understanding of the differences between real-time and non-real time systems.
• Students will demonstrate proficiency in rapid software development techniques.
• Students will be able to identify specific components of a software design that can be targeted for reuse.
• Students will demonstrate proficiency in software development cost estimation.
• Students will author a software testing plan.

UNIT – I
Security a software Issue: introduction, the problem, Software Assurance and Software Security, Threats to software security, Sources of software insecurity, Benefits of Detecting Software Security
What Makes Software Secure: Properties of Secure Software, Influencing the security properties of software, Asserting and specifying the desired security properties?

UNIT – II
Requirements Engineering for secure software: Introduction, the SQUARE process Model, Requirements elicitation and prioritization

UNIT – III
Secure Software Architecture and Design: Introduction, software security practices for architecture and design: architectural risk analysis, software security knowledge for architecture and design: security principles, security guidelines and attack patterns
Secure coding and Testing: Code analysis, Software Security testing, Security testing considerations throughout the SDLC
UNIT – IV
Security and Complexity: System Assembly Challenges: introduction, security failures, functional and attacker perspectives for security analysis, system complexity drivers and security

UNIT – V
Governance and Managing for More Secure Software: Governance and security, Adopting an enterprise software security framework, How much security is enough?, Security and project management, Maturity of Practice

TEXT BOOK:


REFERENCES:

1. Developing Secure Software: Jason Grembi, Cengage Learning
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2E44

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
(ELECTIVE - 4)

Objectives: To acquire basic understanding of linguistic concepts and natural language complexity. • variability. To acquire basic understanding of machine learning techniques as applied to language. • To implement N-grams Models.

UNIT I


UNIT II


UNIT III

UNIT IV


UNIT V


TEXT BOOKS:

1. "Speech and Language Processing": Jurafsky and Martin, Prentice Hall
2. "Statistical Natural Language Processing"- Manning and Schutze, MIT Press

REFERENCES BOOKS:

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER  

SE2E45  
COMPUTER GRAPHICS  
(ELECTIVE - 4)  

UNIT I  
Introduction, Application areas of Computer Graphics, overview of graphics systems, video-display devices, and raster-scan systems, random scan systems, graphics monitors and work stations and input devices. Output primitives: Points and lines, line drawing algorithms, mid-point circle and ellipse algorithms. Filled area primitives: Scan line polygon fill algorithm, boundary-fill and flood-fill algorithms.

UNIT II  
2-D Geometrical transforms: Translation, scaling, rotation, reflection and shear transformations, matrix representations and homogeneous coordinates, composite transforms, transformations between coordinate systems. 2-D Viewing: The viewing pipeline, viewing coordinate reference frame, window to view-port coordinate transformation, viewing functions, Cohen-Sutherland and Cyrus-beck line clipping algorithms, Sutherland–Hodgeman polygon clipping algorithm.

UNIT III  
3-D Object representation: Polygon surfaces, quadric surfaces, spline representation, Hermite curve, Bezier curve and B-spline curves, Bezier and B-spline surfaces. Basic illumination models, polygon rendering methods.

UNIT IV  
3-D Geometric transformations: Translation, rotation, scaling, reflection and shear transformations, composite transformations, 3-D viewing: Viewing pipeline, viewing coordinates, view volume and general projection transforms and clipping.

UNIT V  
Visible surface detection methods: Classification, back-face detection, depth-buffer, scan-line, depth sorting, BSP-tree methods, area sub-division and octree methods. Computer animation: Design of animation sequence, general computer animation functions, raster animation, computer animation languages, key frame systems, motion specifications

TEXT BOOKS:  

REFERENCE BOOKS:

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING Lab

Objectives:
- To understand the software engineering methodologies involved in the phases for project development.
- To gain knowledge about open source tools used for implementing software engineering methods.
- To exercise developing product-startups implementing software engineering methods.

Open source Tools: StarUML / UMLGraph / Topcased

Prepare the following documents and develop the software project startup, prototype model, using software engineering methodology for at least two real time scenarios or for the sample experiments.

1. Problem Analysis and Project Planning - Thorough study of the problem – Identify Project scope, Objectives and Infrastructure.
2. Software Requirement Analysis – Describe the individual Phases/modules of the project and Identify deliverables. Identify functional and non-functional requirements.
4. Software Designing - Develop use case diagrams and activity diagrams, build and test class diagrams, sequence diagrams and add interface to class diagrams.
5. Prototype model – Develop the prototype of the product.

The SRS and prototype model should be submitted for end semester examination.

List of Sample Experiments:

1. Student Enrolment System.

A University has contracted you to develop their new student records system.

The normal tasks that the system performs are as follows:

- Enrol a student at the university: A student provides his or her personal details (name,
address, sex, date of birth), along with the code of the course (e.g. Bachelor of Computer Science) in which he or she wishes to enrol. A student record is created, and a unique student ID number is assigned to the student. The system automatically enrols the student in any core first-year subjects for the course.

· Enrol a student in a subject: A student provides his or her student ID number and the subject code of the subject in which he or she wish to enrol. The system checks that the subject requested by the student is allowed for the course in which the student is enrolled. If not, the enrolment request is rejected. The system checks what subjects (if any) are specified as prerequisites for the subject in which the student wishes to enrol. If the student has passed all the prerequisite subjects, he or she is enrolled in the desired subject. Otherwise, the enrolment request is rejected.

· Record a mark for a student: A staff member accesses the system by giving a subject code and a password for that subject. If the password is correct, the system displays the list of students enrolled in the subject to the staff member. The staff member can then specify a mark for any student on the list.

· Create a new subject: An administrator accesses the system using a password. The administrator then chooses a subject code for the new subject. The system checks that this code is not already in use in the system, and if not, creates a new subject record. The administrator then gives the subject name, the course to which it belongs, the year of the course in which it may first be taken, a flag indicating whether or not it is a core subject and the codes of any prerequisite subjects.

· Print a transcript of a student’s results: An administrator accesses the system using a password. The administrator then gives the student ID number of the student for whom the transcript is to be generated. The system contacts the finance system to check whether or not the student has paid all fees. If fees have been paid, the system creates a transcript showing all the subjects in which the student has been enrolled in each year, and the mark for that subject. The header of the transcript shows the student’s personal details and the course in which he or she is enrolled.

· Assign a staff member to a subject: An administrator accesses the system using a password. The administrator then gives the subject code for the subject to which the staff member is to be assigned, and the staff ID number of the staff member.

2. Online Bookshop.

A major book retailer is planning to develop a computer system to handle their new online bookshop: Booky.com. You have been chosen to do the analysis and design. The following requirements have been identified:

· Customers can search for books on the Booky.com website, either by author name, or words in the title. A list of all matching books is returned to the customer. A customer does not need to be logged-in in order to search.

· The system records all the customers of the Booky.com who have ever logged in. A customer may be an individual customer or a business customer.

· Each customer has a username and password. Business customers may have several usernames and passwords, corresponding to different divisions within the business.

· When a customer has selected a book to buy at the Booky.com website. The system prompts for the customer’s username and password. The customer enters these details. The system verifies the customer’s identity and retrieves the customer’s name and address, then
prompts for credit card details. The customer enters these details. The system checks the credit card details. The system shows the customer the book and delivery price. The customer confirms the transaction.

- The system records all books available at Booky.com. For each book, the author, title and ISBN number are recorded. The number of each book in stock is also stored, along with the number on order by customers and the number on order from publishers. Books may be temporarily unavailable.
- All books are stored in the Booky.com warehouse. The warehouse can be contacted via a secure internet connection.
- For each customer, a permanent record of books bought by that customer is maintained. Likewise, for each book, a record of customers who have bought that book is kept.
- A customer order consists of one or more order lines, each corresponding to a particular book. A customer may choose to defer the shipment of an order until all the order lines have been filled.
- When the warehouse fills all or part of customer order, an email is sent to the customer informing them of what has been shipped.
- If a book ordered by a customer turns out to be unavailable, the corresponding order line is flagged and an email is sent to the customer informing them of the problem. At this stage the customer can cancel this order line.
- When a book corresponding to a previously-unavailable order line becomes available, an email is sent to the customer and a copy of the book is held for seven days, after which it is returned to normal stock if the customer has not confirmed the order.
- The shop keeps track of which publishers produce particular book titles. Some books may be available from more than one publisher.
- Although Booky.com will initially sell only books, it is envisaged that in future it will offer further products, such as CDs. The list of possible future products has not yet been finalized.

3. **Course management system (CMS)**

A course management system (CMS) is a collection of software tools providing an online environment for course interactions. A CMS typically includes a variety of online tools and environments, such as:

- An area for faculty posting of class materials such as course syllabus and handouts
- An area for student posting of papers and other assignments
- A gradebook where faculty can record grades and each student can view his or her grades
- An integrated email tool allowing participants to send announcement email messages to the entire class or to a subset of the entire class
- A chat tool allowing synchronous communication among class participants
- A threaded discussion board allowing asynchronous communication among participants

In addition, a CMS is typically integrated with other databases in the university so that students enrolled in a particular course are automatically registered in the CMS as participants in that course.

The Course Management System (CMS) is a web application for department personnel, Academic Senate, and Registrar staff to view, enter, and manage course information formerly submitted via paper.
Departments can use CMS to create new course proposals, submit changes for existing courses, and track the progress of proposals as they move through the stages of online approval.

4. **Easy Leave**

This project is aimed at developing a web based Leave Management Tool, which is of importance to either an organization or a college. The *Easy Leave* is an Intranet based application that can be accessed throughout the organization or a specified group/Dept. This system can be used to automate the workflow of leave applications and their approvals. The periodic crediting of leave is also automated. There are features like notifications, cancellation of leave, automatic approval of leave, report generators etc in this Tool.

**Functional components of the project:**

There are registered people in the system. Some are approvers. An approver can also be a requestor. In an organization, the hierarchy could be Engineers/Managers/Business Managers/Managing Director etc. In a college, it could be Lecturer/Professor/Head of the Department/Dean/Principal etc.

Following is a list of functionalities of the system:

1. A person should be able to
   - login to the system through the first page of the application
   - change the password after logging into the system
   - see his/her eligibility details (like how many days of leave he/she is eligible for etc)
   - query the leave balance
   - see his/her leave history since the time he/she joined the company/college
   - apply for leave, specifying the from and to dates, reason for taking leave, address for communication while on leave and his/her superior's email id
   - see his/her current leave applications and the leave applications that are submitted to him/her for approval or cancellation
   - approve/reject the leave applications that are submitted to him/her
   - withdraw his/her leave application (which has not been approved yet)
   - Cancel his/her leave (which has been already approved). This will need to be approved by his/her Superior
   - get help about the leave system on how to use the different features of the system

2. As soon as a leave application /cancellation request /withdrawal /approval /rejection /password-change is made by the person, an automatic email should be sent to the person and his superior giving details about the action

3. The number of days of leave (as per the assumed leave policy) should be automatically credited to everybody and a notification regarding the same be sent to them automatically

An automatic leave-approval facility for leave applications which are older than 2 weeks should be there. Notification about the automatic leave approval should be sent to the person as well as his superior

5. **E-Bidding**

Auctions are among the latest economic institutions in place. They have been used since antiquity to sell a wide variety of goods, and their basic form has remained unchanged. In this dissertation, we explore the efficiency of common auctions when values are interdependent- the
value to a particular bidder may depend on information available only to others and asymmetric. In this setting, it is well known that sealed-bid auctions do not achieve efficient allocations in general since they do not allow the information held by different bidders to be shared. Typically, in an auction, say of the kind used to sell art, the auctioneer sets a relatively low initial price. This price is then increased until only one bidder is willing to buy the object, and the exact manner in which this is done varies. In my model a bidder who drops out at some price can "reenter" at a higher price.

With the invention of E-commerce technologies over the Internet the opportunity to bid from the comfort of one's own home has seen a change like never seen before. Within the span of a few short years, what may have began as an experimental idea has grown to an immensely popular hobby, and in some cases, a means of livelihood, the Auction Patrol gathers tremendous response everyday, all day. With the point and click of the mouse, one may bid on an item they may need or just want, and in moments they find that either they are the top bidder or someone else wants it more, and you're outbid! The excitement of an auction all from the comfort of home is a completely different experience.

Society cannot seem to escape the criminal element in the physical world, and so it is the same with Auction Patrols. This is one area wherein a question can be raised as to how safe Auction Patrols.

Proposed system

1. To generate the quick reports
2. To make accuracy and efficient calculations
3. To provide proper information briefly
4. To provide data security
5. To provide huge maintenance of records
6. Flexibility of transactions can be completed in time

6. Electronic Cash counter

This project is mainly developed for the Account Division of a Banking sector to provide better interface of the entire banking transactions. This system is aimed to give a better outlook to the user interfaces and to implement all the banking transactions like:

- Supply of Account Information
- New Account Creations
- Deposits
- Withdraws
- Cheque book issues
- Stop payments
- Transfer of accounts

Proposed System:

The development of the new system contains the following activities, which try to automate the entire process keeping in view of the database integration approach.

- User friendliness is provided in the application with various controls.
- The system makes the overall project management much easier and flexible.
- Readily upload the latest updates, allows user to download the alerts by clicking the URL.
- There is no risk of data mismanagement at any level while the project development is under process.
It provides high level of security with different level of authentication

7. Enterprise Security Services
Verification and Validation is a part of S/W Quality Assurance. Verification refers to the set of activities that ensure correctly implements a specific function. Validation refers to a different set of activities that ensure that the software that has been built is traceable to customer requirements.

Verification: "Are we building the product right"
Validation: "Are we building the right product"
The project entitled Independent Project Metrics is an effort, to develop a tool to manage the Verification and Validation process.
The specific purpose of the Independent Verification and Validation Process of Project Metrics Tool is to bring out the various Verification and validation tasks to be performed. The scope of the Project Metrics is to cover the developed for system.
The goals of the V&V effort is to ensure that the software and the documents are developed are of high quality as expected from any mission critical software. This project generates the plan for Verification and validation process. This project maintain the document names, source code module names, version number, released date, receiving date size of document and source code modules of receiving projects for Verification and validation.
Using this application we assign the tasks/activities to different persons and also calculate the expected efforts and actual efforts. The V&V co-coordinator does this work.
Proposed System:
The general description gives an "executive overview" and is very client-oriented. It expounds on the functional and data requirements of the application. It also lists the limitations, assumptions and dependencies of the application. It also touches on the performance and quality requirements of the application and provides a solid definition of the interface.
The computerization of this system would avoid the wrong interpretation and bad calculation of data. The system help the user to see any documents, source code, tasks, activities, team information with details at the click of a button. The record data is maintained and backed up such a way that data is not loss. The speed of the system could also increased

8. ERP
ERP is a powerful human resource tool for maintaining employee and company information. More than a data storage program, ERP helps you manage your employees. ERP offers a wide variety of reports that give you exactly the information you need. View payroll information by department, or find everyone who is receiving company
Module Description:
1. Payroll
2. Employee
3. Employee payslip
4. Selection process
5. Reports
6. Mailing System
7. Training
8. Add Company Information
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is designed to eliminate all the drawbacks of the existing system. The system is part of a large HRMS Application and shall be responsible for maintaining information about employees,
- positions,
- company benefits,
- departments,
- new recruit checklists,
- employee achievements,
- warnings,
- evaluation reports,
- education & training,
- administration,
- work changes and several ad hoc reports.

The major advantage of the proposed system is,
- It’s online, so that information is available anytime.
- High integrity and security.
- Ability to incorporate newly available data.
- It is user friendly
- Speed and accuracy is increased
- Fully automated.
- Security is associated with user authentication
- Duplication of information is curbed

9. Examination Branch System
The project "Examination Branch System " is developed to reduce the overhead involved in the process of maintains the data and the transaction in the Examination branch. Examination branch is an intranet application for an organization. It is software which is used to perform all the examination activities like adding employees, search employees, delete employees and assign examination duties etc.
The basic framework of the project is developed in .NET. Making use of this application the administrator can perform their activities through it.

Proposed System:
- Now we can extend our project to assign duties to faculty.
  We can implement edit, update operations now.
  We can develop our project as a user friendly type

10. Exam Experts
The system would be providing a number of services, automating the processes that are being done manually. The services include communication services such as mailing facility, chat service, electronic file transfer etc and office automation packages such as leave letter processing, admission management, teaching evaluation, counseling automation etc.
The aim of the project is to design a comprehensive web enabled application for management of the Examination Process. Examination system is categorized into various sections. Among those sections, this system concentrates on the work being done in section (E-X).
The section (E-X) deals with the confidential work, i.e., Coding-Decoding of answer scripts, Processing of results, Computerization of certificates etc. This is an automated section and it
plays a pivotal role in the Examination Process starting from the Application Processing to the final announcement of results.

This project is aimed to solve many of the problems that are in the existing system and also provide a hassle free system that is efficient and easy to use. This project concentrates mainly on Application Processing, Marks Processing and Results Processing with an easy to use interface. The system also provides a means to generate and print various types of reports.

11. **Application Processing System:**

This phase involves the storing of the application information and generating the required reports.

- Entry of Application forms according to center, course order and batch
- Generating Application Id for further transactions
- Capturing of photographs of students for hall ticket processing
- Reports involving the information about students who are appearing for supplementary exams
- Generating nominal roles Reports describing the college, course, subjects and the students appearing

**DESIGN PATTERNS LAB**

**Learning Objective**

After completing this course, the student should be able to:

- Understand the concept of patterns and the Catalog.
- Discuss the Presentation tier design patterns and their affect on: sessions, client access, validation and consistency.
- Understand the variety of implemented bad practices related to the Business and Integration tiers.
- Highlight the evolution of patterns.
- How to add functionality to designs while minimizing complexity
- What design patterns really are, and are not
- About specific design patterns.
- What code qualities you need to maintain to keep code flexible.
- How to use design patterns to keep code quality high without overdesign.

**List of Sample Problems:**

1. Design and execute an application, where “abstract factory” pattern is applied.
2. Design and execute an application, where “adapter” pattern is applied.
3. Design and execute an application, where “bridge” pattern is applied.
4. Design and execute an application, where “command” pattern is applied.
5. Design and execute an application, where “composite” pattern is applied.
6. Design and execute an application, where “facade” pattern is applied.
7. Design and execute an application, where “observer” pattern is applied.
8. Design and execute an application, where “proxy” pattern is applied.
9. Design and execute an application, where “strategy” pattern is applied.
10. Specify and implement the most convenient pattern to apply to the following scenarios:
   a) A component on the web tier requires access to business components.
   b) There a need to provide several buttons on a web form which executes different actions.
   c) Messages need to be sent to citizens each time a typhoon approaches.
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Objectives:

• The Network Security Lab tries to present several hands-on exercises to help reinforce the students knowledge and understanding of the various network security aspects.
• To implement cryptographic algorithms.

The following exercises are based on the cryptographic algorithms. They can be implemented using C, C++, Java, etc.

1. Write a C program that contains a string(char pointer) with a value ‘Hello world’. The program should XOR each character in this string with 0 and displays the result.
2. Write a C program that contains a string(char pointer) with a value ‘Hello world’. The program should AND or and XOR each character in this string with 127 and display the result.
3. Write a Java program to perform encryption and decryption using the following algorithms
   a. Caesar cipher  
   b. Substitution cipher  
   c. Hill Cipher  
4. Write a C program to implement the DES algorithm logic.
5. Write a JAVA program to implement the DES algorithm logic.
6. Write a Java program that contains functions, which accept a key and input text to be encrypted/decrypted. This program should use the key to encrypt/decrypt the input by using the triple Des algorithm. Make use of Java Cryptography package.
7. Write a C/JAVA program to implement the Blowfish algorithm logic.
8. Write a C/JAVA program to implement the Rijndael algorithm logic.
9. Write the RC4 logic in Java.
11. Implement DES-2 and DES-3 using Java cryptography package.
12. Write a Java program to implement RSA algorithm.
13. Implement the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange mechanism using HTML and JavaScript. Consider the end user as one of the parties(Alice) and the JavaScript application as the other party(Bob).
14. Calculate the message digest of a text using the SHA-1 algorithm in JAVA.
15. Calculate the message digest of a text using the MD5 algorithm in JAVA.
16. Explore the Java classes related to digital certificates.
17. Create a digital certificate of your own by using the Java keytool.
18. Write a Java program to encrypt users passwords before they are stored in a database table, and to retrieve them whenever they are to be brought back for verification.
19. Key generation (public and private key pair) can be performed using Java. Write a program which can do this.

20. Write a program in java, which performs a digital signature on a given text.

21. Study phishing in more detail. Find out which popular bank sites have been phished and how.

TEXT BOOK:

1. Build Your Own Security Lab, Michael Gregg, Wiley India
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To perform the following tasks for the lab, Internet facility and open source tools should be provided.

1. Use a Web search engine, such as Google or Yahoo!, and search for companies specializing in computer forensics. Select three and write a two-to three-page paper comparing what each company does. (Project 1-1)
2. Search the Internet for articles on computer crime prosecutions. Find at least two. Write one to two pages summarizing the two articles and identify key features of the decisions you find in your search. (Project 1-5)
3. Use a Web search engine, search for various computer forensics tools.
4. Preparing and processing of investigations. Try to examine and identify the evidences from the drives. (Project 2-1)
5. Extracting of files that have been deleted. (Project 2-4)
6. Illustrate any Data acquisition method and validate. Use an open source data acquisition tool.
7. You're investigating an internal policy violation when you find an e-mail about a serious assault for which a police report needs to be filed. What should you do? Write a two-page paper specifying who in your company you need to talk to first and what evidence must be turned over to the police. (Project 5-2)
8. Create a file on a USB drive and calculate its hash value in FTK Imager. Change the file and calculate the hash value again to compare the files. (Project 5-4)
9. Compare two files created in Microsoft Office to determine whether the files are different at the hexadecimal level. Keep a log of what you find. (Project 6-1)
10. Illustrate the analysis of forensic data.
11. Illustrate the validating of forensic data.
12. Locate and extract Image (JPEG) files with altered extensions. (Project 10-1)
13. Examine or Investigate an E-mail message.

TEXT BOOKS:
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Objectives:

To learn how to develop Applications in android environment.

To learn how to develop user interface applications.

To learn how to develop URL related applications.

The student is expected to be able to do the following problems, though not limited.

1. a. Create an Android application that shows Hello + name of the user and run it on an emulator. (b) Create an application that takes the name from a text box and shows hello message along with the name entered in text box, when the user clicks the OK button.

2. Create a screen that has input boxes for User Name, Password, Address, Gender (radio buttons for male and female), Age (numeric), Date of Birth (Date Picket), State (Spinner) and a Submit button. On clicking the submit button, print all the data below the Submit Button. Use (a) Linear Layout (b) Relative Layout and (c) Grid Layout or Table Layout.

3. Develop an application that shows names as a list and on selecting a name it should show the details of the candidate on the next screen with a “Back” button. If the screen is rotated to landscape mode (width greater than height), then the screen should show list on left fragment and details on right fragment instead of second screen with back button. Use Fragment transactions and Rotation event listener.

4. Develop an application that uses a menu with 3 options for dialing a number, opening a website and to send an SMS. On selecting an option, the appropriate action should be invoked using intents.

5. Develop an application that inserts some notifications into Notification area and whenever a notification is inserted, it should show a toast with details of the notification.

6. Create an application that uses a text file to store user names and passwords (tab separated fields and one record per line). When the user submits a login name and password through a screen, the details should be verified with the text file data and if they match, show a dialog saying that login is successful. Otherwise, show the dialog with Login Failed message.
7. Create a user registration application that stores the user details in a database table.

8. Create a database and a user table where the details of login names and passwords are stored. Insert some names and passwords initially. Now the login details entered by the user should be verified with the database and an appropriate dialog should be shown to the user.

9. Create an admin application for the user table, which shows all records as a list and the admin can select any record for edit or modify. The results should be reflected in the table.

10. Develop an application that shows all contacts of the phone along with details like name, phone number, mobile number etc.

11. Create an application that saves user information like name, age, gender etc. in shared preference and retrieves them when the program restarts.

12. Create an alarm that rings every Sunday at 8:00 AM. Modify it to use a time picker to set alarm time.

13. Create an application that shows the given URL (from a text field) in a browser.

14. Develop an application that shows the current location’s latitude and longitude continuously as the device is moving (tracking).

15. Create an application that shows the current location on Google maps.

Note:

Android Application Development with MIT App Inventor: For the first one week, the student is advised to go through the App Inventor from MIT which gives insight into the various properties of each component.

The student should pay attention to the properties of each components, which are used later in Android programming. Following are useful links:

1. http://ai2.appinventor.mit.edu

2. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8rTtW_91YclTWF4czdBMEpZcWs/view
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Objectives:

- To gain hands-on experiences in installing and administering computer systems and networks, in particular, the UNIX version.
- To implement networking and Internet protocols via programming and TCP/IP protocol architecture; user datagram protocol.
- To implement shell script that accepts a list of files.

LIST OF SAMPLE PROBLEMS/EXPERIMENTS:

1. Write a shell script that accepts a file name, starting and ending line numbers as arguments and displays all the lines between the given line numbers.
2. Write a shell script that deletes all lines containing a specified word in one or more files supplied as arguments to it.
3. Write a shell script that displays a list of all the files in the current directory to which the user has read, write and execute permissions.
4. Write a shell script that receives any number of file names as arguments checks if every argument supplied is a file or a directory and reports accordingly. Whenever the argument is a file, the number of lines on it is also reported.
5. Write a shell script that accepts a list of file names as its arguments, counts and reports the occurrence of each word that is present in the first argument file on other argument files.
6. Write a shell script that accepts any number of arguments and prints them in the reverse order.
7. Write a shell script that determines the period for which a specified user is working on the system.
8. Write a shell script to list all of the directory files in a directory.
9. Write an interactive file-handling shell program- Let it offer the user the choice of copying, removing or linking files. Once the user has made a choice, have the program ask him for the necessary information such as the file name, new name and so on.
10. Write a shell script to find factorial of a given integer.
11. Write a shell script to find the G.C.D. of two integers.
12. Write a shell script to generate a multiplication table.
13. Write a shell script that copies multiple files to a directory.
14. Write a shell script that counts the number of lines and words present in a given file. *15.

Write a shell script that displays the list of all files in the given directory.
15. Write a shell script (small calculator) that adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides the given two integers. There are two division options: one returns the quotient and the other returns reminder. The script requires 3 arguments: The operation to be used and two integer numbers. The options are add (-a), subtract (-s), multiply (-m), quotient (-c) and reminder (-r).

16. Write a shell script to reverse the rows and columns of a matrix.

17. Write a sed command that deletes the first character in each line in a file.

18. Write sed command that deletes the character before the last character in each line a file.

19. Write a sed command that swaps the first and second words in each line of a file.

20. Write an awk script that reads a file of which each line has 5 fields – ID, NAME, MARKS1, MARKS2, MARKS3 and finds out the average for each student. Print out the average marks with appropriate messages.

21. Write an awk script to find the factorial of a user supplied number.

22. ls –l command produces long listing of files.

23. Write an awk script 1) to print the selected fields (Ex: size and name of the files) from the file listing. 2) to print the size of all files and number of files.

24. Write an awk script to count the number of lines in a file that do not contain vowels.

25. Write an awk script to find the number of characters, words and lines in a file.

26. Write a c program that makes a copy of a file using
   a. Standard I/O
   b. System calls.

27. Write a C program that counts the number of blanks in a text file
   a. Using standard I/O
   b. Using system calls

28. Implement in C the following UNIX commands using system calls
   a. cat  b. ls  c. mv

29. Write a program that takes one or more file/directory names as command line input and reports the following information on the file.
   i. File type.
   ii. Number of links.
   iii. Time of last access.
   iv. Read, Write and Execute permissions.

30. Write a c program to emulate the UNIX ls –l command.

31. Write a c program that creates a directory, puts a file into it, and then removes it.

32. Write a c program that searches for a file in a directory and reports whether the file is present in the directory or not.

33. Write a c program to list for every file in a directory, its inode number and file name.

34. Write a c program that creates a file containing hole which is occupying some space but having nothing.

35. Write a c program that demonstrates redirection of standard output to a file.
   Ex: ls > f1.

36. Write a c program to create a child process and allow the parent to display “parent” and the child to display “child” on the screen.

37. Write a c program to create a Zombie process.
38. Write a c program that illustrates how an orphan is created.
39. Write a c program that creates a child process to execute a command. The command to be executed is passed on the command line.
40. Write a c program that accepts two small numbers as arguments and then sums the two numbers in a child process. The sum should be returned by child to the parent as its exit status and the parent should print the sum.
41. Write a c program that illustrates how to execute two commands concurrently with a command pipe. Ex:- ls –l | sort
42. Write c programs that illustrate communication between two unrelated processes using named pipe.
43. Write a c program in which a parent writes a message to a pipe and the child reads the message.
44. Write a c program that illustrates suspending and resuming processes using signals.
45. Write a c program that displays the real time of a day every 60 seconds, 10 times.
46. Write a c program that runs a command that is input by the user and prints the exit status if the command completes in 5 seconds. If it doesn’t, then the parent uses kill to send a SIGTERM signal to kill the child process.
47. Write a C program that illustrates file-locking using semaphores.
48. Write a C program that implements a producer-consumer system with two processes. (Using semaphores).
49. Write client and server programs (using C) for
   b. Interaction between server and client processes using Internet Domain Sockets.
50. Write a C program (sender.c )
   i. To create a message queue with read and write permissions.
   ii. To write 3 messages to it with different priority numbers.
51. Write a C program (receiver.c) that receives the messages (from the above message queue as specified in 63.a) and displays them.
52. Write C program that illustrates two processes communicating via shared memory.
53. Design TCP iterative Client and server application to reverse the given input sentence
54. Design TCP iterative Client and server application to reverse the given input sentence
55. Design TCP client and server application to transfer file
56. Design a TCP concurrent server to convert a given text into upper case using multiplexing system call “select”
57. Design a TCP concurrent server to echo given set of sentences using poll functions
58. Design UDP Client and server application to reverse the given input sentence
59. Design UDP Client server to transfer a file
60. Design using poll client server application to multiplex TCP and UDP requests for converting a given text into upper case.
61. Design a RPC application to add and subtract a given pair of integers
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Objectives

- To make students understand learn about a Big Data – R Programming, way of solving problems.
- To teach students to write programs in Scala to solve problems.

Introduction to R Programming:

What is R and RStudio? R is a statistical software program. It has extremely useful tools for data exploration, data analysis, and data visualization. It is flexible and also allows for advanced programming. RStudio is a user interface for R, which provides a nice environment for working with R.

1. Write an R program to evaluate the following expression ax+b/ax-b.
2. Write an R program to read input from keyboard (hint: readLine()).
3. Write an R program to find the sum of n natural numbers: 1+2+3+4+…n
4. Write an R program to read n numbers.
   (i) Sum of all even numbers (ii) Total number of even numbers.
5. Write an R program to read n numbers.
   (i) Total number of odd numbers (ii) Sum of all odd numbers
6. Write an R program to obtain
   (i) sum of two matrices A and B (ii) subtraction of two matrices A and B
   (iii) Product of two matrices.
7. Write an R program for “declaring and defining functions“
8. Write an R program that uses functions to add n numbers reading from keyboard
9. Write an R program uses functions to swap two integers.
10. Write an R program that use both recursive and non-recursive functions for
implementing the Factorial of a given number, n.

11. Write an R program to reverse the digits of the given number. (example 1234 to be written as 4321)

12. Write an R program to implement
   (i) Linear search  (ii) Binary Search.

13. Write an R program to implement
   (i) Bubble sort  (ii) selection sort.

14. Write a R program to implement the data structures
   (i) Vectors  (ii) Array  (iii) Matrix  (iv) Data Frame  (v) Factors

15. Write a R program to implement scan(), merge(), read.csv() and read.table() commands.

16. Write an R program to implement “Executing Scripts” written on the note pad, by calling to the R console.

17. Write a R program, Reading data from files and working with datasets
   (i) Reading data from csv files, inspection of data.
   (ii) Reading data from Excel files.

18. Write a R program to implement Graphs
   (i) Basic high-level plots  (ii) Modifications of scatter plots
   (iii) Modifications of histograms, parallel box plots.

PART -2

Introduction to Scala Programming:

1. Write a scala program to demonstrate val and var
2. Write a scala program to read data from keyboard
3. Write a scala program to implement
   (i) single dimensional array  (ii) multi-dimensional array.
4. Write a scala program to implement classes, methods, creating objects
5. Write a scala program to returning a value to the main program.
6. Write a scala program to implement method overloading (Function
7. Write a scala program to implement (i) single inheritance (ii) multi level
8. Write a scala program to implement method overriding.
9. Write a scala program to implement Hierarchical inheritance
10. Write a scala program to implement traits
11. Write a scala program to implement multiple inheritance
12. Write a scala program to implement abstract classes.
13. Write a scala program to implement from Collection : Vectors.
14. Write a scala program to implement from Collection : MAPS.
15. Write a scala program to implement from collection : LIST.
16. Write a scala program implement the statement “traits can be inherited”.
17. Write a scala program implement the statement “abstract classes” can be inherited”.
18. Write a scala program implement the statement “abstract classes” can be inherited”.

Suggested Books for Lab:


Suggested Links:

2. https://www.tutorialspoint.com/r/
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Course objectives:  
Students will be able to:  
1. Understand that how to improve your writing skills and level of readability  
2. Learn about what to write in each section  
3. Understand the skills needed when writing a Title  
Ensure the good quality of paper at very first-time submission

UNIT - I  
Planning and Preparation, Word Order, Breaking up long sentences, Structuring Paragraphs and Sentences, Being Concise and Removing Redundancy, Avoiding Ambiguity and Vagueness

UNIT - II  

UNIT - III  
Review of the Literature, Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, The Final Check.

UNIT - IV  
key skills are needed when writing a Title, key skills are needed when writing an Abstract, key skills are needed when writing an Introduction, skills needed when writing a Review of the Literature,

UNIT - V  
skills are needed when writing the Methods, skills needed when writing the Results, skills are needed when writing the Discussion, skills are needed when writing the Conclusions

UNIT - VI  
useful phrases, how to ensure paper is as good as it could possibly be the first-time submission

Suggested Studies:  
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2A12  
DISASTER MANAGEMENT  
( AUDIT-2)

Course Objectives: -  
Students will be able to:
1. learn to demonstrate a critical understanding of key concepts in disaster risk reduction and humanitarian response.
2. critically evaluate disaster risk reduction and humanitarian response policy and practice from multiple perspectives.
3. develop an understanding of standards of humanitarian response and practical relevance in specific types of disasters and conflict situations.
4. critically understand the strengths and weaknesses of disaster management approaches, planning and programming in different countries, particularly their home country or the countries they work in

UNIT-I  
Introduction Disaster: Definition, Factors And Significance; Difference Between Hazard And Disaster; Natural And Manmade Disasters: Difference, Nature, Types And Magnitude.

UNIT-II  

UNIT-III  
Disaster Prone Areas In India Study Of Seismic Zones; Areas Prone To Floods And Droughts, Landslides And Avalanches; Areas Prone To Cyclonic And Coastal Hazards With Special Reference To Tsunami; Post-Disaster Diseases And Epidemics

UNIT-IV  
Disaster Preparedness And Management Preparedness: Monitoring Of Phenomena Triggering A Disaster Or Hazard; Evaluation Of Risk: Application Of Remote Sensing, Data From Meteorological And Other Agencies, Media Reports: Governmental And Community Preparedness.

UNIT-V  
UNIT-VI

Disaster Mitigation Meaning, Concept And Strategies Of Disaster Mitigation, Emerging Trends In Mitigation. Structural Mitigation And Non-Structural Mitigation, Programs Of Disaster Mitigation In India.

SUGGESTED READINGS:
2. Sahni, PardeepEt.Al. (Eds.),” Disaster Mitigation Experiences And Reflections”, Prentice Hall Of India, New Delhi.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
I YEAR II SEMESTER  
SE2A13  
SOFT SKILLS  
(AUDIT-II)-(Activity-based)

Course Objectives

- To improve the fluency of students in English
- To facilitate learning through interaction
- To illustrate the role of skills in real-life situations with case studies, role plays etc.
- To train students in group dynamics, body language and various other activities which boost their confidence levels and help in their overall personality development
- To encourage students develop behavioral skills and personal management skills
- To impart training for empowerment, thereby preparing students to become successful professionals

Learning Outcomes

- Developed critical acumen and creative ability besides making them industry-ready.
- Appropriate use of English language while clearly articulating ideas.
- Developing insights into Language and enrich the professional competence of the students.
- Enable students to meet challenges in job and career advancement.

Unit 1: INTRODUCTION

Definition and Introduction to Soft Skills – Hard Skills vs Soft Skills – Significance of Soft/Life/Self Skills – Self and SWOT Analysis and

1. Exercises on Productivity Development
   - Effective/Assertive Communication Skills (Activity based)
   - Time Management (Case Study)
   - Creativity & Critical Thinking (Case Study)
   - Decision Making and Problem Solving (Case Study)
   - Stress Management (Case Study)

2. Exercises on Personality Development Skills
• Self-esteem (Case Study)
• Positive Thinking (Case Study)
• Emotional Intelligence (Case Study)
• Team building and Leadership Skills (Case Study)
• Conflict Management (Case Study)

3. Exercises on Presentation Skills

• Netiquette
• Importance of Oral Presentation – Defining Purpose- Analyzing the audience- Planning Outline and Preparing the Presentation- Individual & Group Presentation- Graphical Organizers- Tools and Multi-media Visuals
• One Minute Presentations (Warming up)
• PPT on Project Work- Understanding the Nuances of Delivery- Body Language – Closing and Handling Questions – Rubrics for Individual Evaluation (Practice Sessions)

4. Exercises on Professional Etiquette and Communication

• Role-Play and Simulation- Introducing oneself and others, Greetings, Apologies, Requests, Agreement & Disagreement….etc.
• Telephone Etiquette
• Active Listening
• Group Discussions (Case study)- Group Discussion as a part of Selection Procedure- Checklist of GDs
• Analysis of Selected Interviews (Objectives of Interview)
• Mock-Interviews (Practice Sessions)
• Job Application and Preparing Resume
• Process Writing (Technical Vocabulary) – Writing a Project Report- Assignments

5. Exercises on Ethics and Values

Introduction — Types of Values - Personal, Social and Cultural Values - Importance of Values in Various Contexts

• Significance of Modern and Professional Etiquette – Etiquette (Formal and Informal Situations with Examples)
• Attitude, Good Manners and Work Culture (Live Examples)
• Social Skills - Dealing with the Challenged (Live Examples)
• Professional Responsibility – Adaptability (Live Examples)
• Corporate Expectations

Note: Hand-outs are to be prepared and given to students.
Training plan will be integrated in the syllabus.
Topics mentioned in the syllabus are activity-based.

SUGGESTED SOFTWARE:
The following software from ‘train2success.com’

- Preparing for being Interviewed
- Positive Thinking
- Interviewing Skills
- Telephone Skills
- Time Management
- Team Building
- Decision making

SUGGESTED READING

7. Vivekananda: His Call to the Nation : a Compilation R.K. Math Publication
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2A14

STRESS MANAGEMENT BY YOGA
(AUDIT-2)

Course Objectives
1. To achieve overall health of body and mind
2. To overcome stress

UNIT - I
Definitions of Eight parts of yog. ( Ashtanga )

UNIT - II
Yam and Niyam.
Do’s and Don’t’s in life.
   a) Ahinsa, satya, astheya, bramhacharya and aparigraha
   ii) Shaucha, santosh, tapa, swadhyay, ishwarpranidhan

UNIT - III
Asan and Pranayam
   b) Various yog poses and their benefits for mind & body
   ii)Regularization of breathing techniques and its effects-Types of pranayam

Suggested Reading:
1. ‘Yogic Asanas for Group Tarining-Part-I” :Janardan Swami Yogabhysai Mandal, Nagpur
2. “Rajayoga or conquering the Internal Nature” by Swami Vivekananda, AdvaitaAshrama (Publication Department), Kolkata
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR  II SEMESTER

SE2A15
SANSKRIT FOR TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
( AUDIT-2)

Course Objectives:
1. To get a working knowledge in illustrious Sanskrit, the scientific language in the world
2. Learning of Sanskrit to improve brain functioning
3. Learning of Sanskrit to develop the logic in mathematics, science & other subjects
4. enhancing the memory power
5. The engineering scholars equipped with Sanskrit will be able to explore the
6. huge knowledge from ancient literature

UNIT - I
Alphabets in Sanskrit,
Past/Present/Future Tense
Simple Sentences

UNIT - II
Order
Introduction of roots
Technical information about Sanskrit Literature

UNIT - III
Technical concepts of Engineering-Electrical, Mechanical, Architecture, Mathematics

Suggested Reading:
1. “Abhyaspustakam” – Dr.Vishwas, Samskrita-Bharti Publication, New Delhi
2. “Teach Yourself Sanskrit” Prathama Deeksha-VempatiKutumbshastri, Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthanam, New Delhi Publication
3. “India’s Glorious Scientific Tradition” Suresh Soni, Ocean books (P) Ltd., New Delhi
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
I YEAR II SEMESTER

SE2A16

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
(AUDIT – 2)

Unit-I
Introduction:
Objectives of Research; Definition and Motivation; Types of Research; Research Approaches;
Steps in Research Process; Criteria of Good Research, Ethics in Research.
Research Formulation and Literature Review:
Problem Definition and Formulation; Literature Review; Characteristics of a Good Research
Question; Literature Review Process.

Unit-II
Data Collection:
Primary and Secondary Data; Primary and Secondary Data Sources; Data Collection Methods;
Data Processing; Classification of Data.
Basic Statistical Measures:
Types of Scales; Measures of Central Tendency; Skewness; Measure of Variation; Probability
Distribution.

Unit-III
Data Analysis:
Statistical Analysis; Multivariate Analysis; Correlation Analysis; Regression Analysis; Principle
Component Analysis; Sampling.
Research Design:
Need for Research Design; Features of a Good Design; Types of Research Designs; Induction
and Deduction.

Unit-IV
Hypothesis Formulation and Testing:
Hypothesis; Important Terms; Types of Research Hypothesis; Hypothesis Testing; Z-Test; t-
Test; f-Test; Making a Decision: Types of Errors; ROC Graphics.
Test Procedures:
Parametric and Non-parametric Tests; ANOVA; Mann-Whitney Test; Kruskal-Wallis Test; Chi-
Square Test; Multi-Variate Analysis.

Unit-V
Models for Science and Business:
Algorithmic Research; Methods of Scientific Research; Modelling; Simulations; Industrial
Research.
Presentation of the Research Work:
Business Report; Technical Report; Research Report; General Tips for Writing Report; Presentation of Data; Oral Presentation; Bibliography and References; Intellectual Property Rights; Open-Access Initiatives; Plagiarism.

Text Book:

Reference Books:
1. Research Methodology - David V. Thiel
2. Research Methodology - R. Panner Selvam
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
II YEAR  I SEMESTER

SE3E51  
SOFTWARE PROCESS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
(ELECTIVE – 5)

Objectives:
At the end of the course, the student shall be able to:
  • To describe and determine the purpose and importance of project management from the perspectives of planning, tracking and completion of project.
  • To compare and differentiate organization structures and project structures.
  • To implement a project to manage project schedule, expenses and resources with the application of suitable project management tools.

UNIT I


UNIT II


UNIT III


UNIT IV

Project Organizations Line-of- business organizations, project organizations, evolution of organizations, process automation. Project Control and process instrumentation The seven core metrics, management indicators, quality indicators, life-cycle expectations, Pragmatic software metrics, metrics automation.
UNIT V


TEXT BOOKS:

2. Software Project Management, Walker Royce, Pearson Education.

REFERENCES:

5. Head First PMP, Jennifer Greene & Andrew Stellman, O’Reilly, 2007
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
II YEAR  I SEMESTER

SE3E52

SEMANTIC WEB AND SOCIAL NETWORKS
(ELECTIVE –5)

Course Objectives:

- To learn Web Intelligence
- To learn Knowledge Representation for the Semantic Web
- To learn Ontology Engineering
- To learn Semantic Web Applications, Services and Technology
- To learn Social Network Analysis and semantic web

UNIT –I:


UNIT -II:


UNIT-III:


UNIT-IV:

Semantic Web Applications, Services and Technology: Semantic Web applications and services, Semantic Search, e-learning, Semantic Bioinformatics, Knowledge Base, XML Based Web Services, Creating an OWL-S Ontology for Web Services, Semantic Search Technology, Web Search Agents and Semantic Methods,

UNIT-V:

Social Network Analysis and semantic web: What is social Networks analysis, development of the social networks analysis, Electronic Sources for Network Analysis – Electronic Discussion
networks, Blogs and Online Communities, Web Based Networks. Building Semantic Web Applications with social network features.

TEXT BOOKS:


REFERENCE BOOKS:

3. Information sharing on the semantic Web – Heiner Stuckenschmidt; Frank Van Harmelen, Springer Publications.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
II YEAR  I SEMESTER  

SE3E53  
BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT  
(ELECTIVE – 5)  

Objectives:  
- To recognize the role of business processes within an Infinity based application  
- To understand the importance of parameter sets to a business process  
- To learn common patterns and best practices for formatting and restricting the output from a business process  
- To understand the difference between a business process and a business process instance  
- To learn how data processing occurs within a business process  
- To list the Infinity SDK software developer responsibilities for building and supporting the functionality required for a business process  
- To describe the database tables used by Blackbaud Enterprise CRM to manage business processes  
- To describe how a QueryViewSpec can be used to define the output format for a business process  
- To describe how a selection can be used to limit the rows processed by a business process  

UNIT I  
UNDERSTANDING BPM - I: How can we demystify business process management? What is business process management? Why is it important to improve business process before automating them? When should you do BPM – what are the main drivers and triggers? Who should be involved in BPM?  

UNIT II  
UNDERSTANDING BPM - II: Why are organizational strategy and process architecture important in BPM implementation? How do you sell BPM technology to the organization? What are the critical success factors in a BPM project? What are the critical implementation aspects for a BPM solution?  

UNIT III  

UNIT IV  
FRAMEWORK – II:  
People phase, Develop phase, Implement phase, Realize value phase, Sustainable performance phase, Essentials introduction, Project management, People change management, Leadership.
UNIT V
BPM AND THE ORGANIZATION: BPM maturity, Embedding BPM within the organization.

TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
II YEAR I SEMESTER  

SE3E54  
ADVANCED ALGORITHMS  
(ELECTIVE – 5)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

- Introduce students to the advanced methods of designing and analyzing algorithms.
- The student should be able to choose appropriate algorithms and use it for a specific problem.
- To familiarize students with basic paradigms and data structures used to solve advanced algorithmic problems.
- Students should be able to understand different classes of problems concerning their computation difficulties.

UNIT I
Flow networks: Flows and Cuts, Maximum Flow- Max-Flow, Min-Cut Theorem,
Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm, Edmonds-Karp Algorithm, Maximum Bipartite Matching.

Pattern Matching Algorithms: Brute Force Pattern Matching, Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm,
Boyer-Moore Algorithm

UNIT II
Backtracking: General method, applications- Eight queens problem, Graph coloring,
Hamiltonian cycles.

Branch and Bound: General method, applications - Traveling sales person problem, 0/1 knapsack problem-LC Branch and Bound solution, FIFO Branch and Bound solution.

UNIT III
Dynamic Programming: General method, applications-Longest common subsequence problem,
0/1 knapsack problem, All pairs shortest path problem, Chained matrix multiplication.

UNIT IV
Computational Geometry: Range Trees-One dimensional and Two dimensional Range Searching, Priority Search Trees-Constructing a Priority Search Tree, Searching a
Priority Search Tree, Priority Range Trees, Quadtrees, k-D Trees.
UNIT V

Computational Complexity: Complexity classes P and NP, NP-Completeness, NP-Hardness,

Some NP-Complete Problems-(Theorems and Proofs)CNF-SAT and 3SAT, Vertex-Cover, The Hamiltonian cycle Problem, Traveling-salesman problem, The Subset-Sum Problem

TEXT BOOKS:


REFERENCE BOOKS:

6. How to think about algorithms, Jeff Edmonds, Cambridge University Press.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
II YEAR I SEMESTER

SE3E55

MOBILE COMPUTING
( ELECTIVE – 5)

UNIT I:

UNIT II
Mobile Devices: Handheld Mobile Smartphones with Multimedia Functionalities, Smartcards, Smart Sensors, Mobile System Networks: Cellular Network, WLAN Network and Mobile IP, Ad-hoc Networks, Mobility Management

UNIT III:

UNIT IV:

UNIT V:

TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
3. Matthew S.Gast, “802.11 Wireless Networks”, SPD O’REILLY.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
II YEAR  I SEMESTER

SE3O11
IMAGE PROCESSING AND PATTERN RECOGNITION
(OPEN ELECTIVE-1)

UNIT – I
Fundamental steps of image processing, components of an image processing of system. The image model and image acquisition, sampling and quantization, relationship between pixels, distance functions, scanner.

UNIT – II
Statistical and spatial operations, Intensity functions transformations, histogram processing, smoothing & sharpening – spatial filters Frequency domain filters, homomorphic filtering, image filtering & restoration. Inverse and weiner filtering, FIR weiner filter, Filtering using image transforms, smoothing splines and interpolation. Morphological and other area operations, basic morphological operations, opening and closing operations, dilation erosion, Hit or Miss transform, morphological algorithms, extension to grey scale images.

UNIT- III
Segmentation and Edge detection region operations, basic edge detection, second order detection, crack edge detection, gradient operators, compass and laplace operators, edge linking and boundary detection, thresholding, regionbased segmentation, segmentation by morphological watersheds. Image compression: Types and requirements, statistical compression, spatial compression, contour coding, quantizing compression, image data compression-predictive technique, pixel coding, transfer coding theory, lossy and lossless predictive type coding, Digital Image Water marking.

UNIT –IV
Representation and Description Chain codes, Ploygonal approximation, Signature Boundary Segments, Skeltons, Boundary Descriptors, Regional Descriptors, Relational Descriptors, Principal components for Description, Relational Descriptors

UNIT V
Pattern Recognition Fundamentals: Basic Concepts of pattern recognition, Fundamental problems in pattern recognition system, design concepts and methodologies, example of automatic pattern recognition systems, a simple automatic pattern recognition model

TEXT BOOKS :

REFERENCES:

3. Fundamentals of digital image processing, A.K. Jain, PHI
6. Pattern Recognition, R. Shinghal, Oxford University Press.
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
II YEAR I SEMESTER  

SE3012  
SOFT COMPUTING  
(OPEN ELECTIVE-1)  

Objectives:  
To give students knowledge of soft computing theories fundamentals, i.e. Fundamentals of artificial and neural networks, fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms.  

UNIT-I  
AI Problems and Search: AI problems, Techniques, Problem Spaces and Search, Heuristic Search Techniques- Generate and Test, Hill Climbing, Best First Search Problem reduction, Constraint Satisfaction and Means End Analysis. Approaches to Knowledge Representation-Using Predicate Logic and Rules.  

UNIT-II  

UNIT-III  

UNIT-IV  

UNIT-V  
TEXT BOOKS:


REFERENCE BOOKS:

OBJECTIVES:
To learn the biometric technologies
To learn the computational methods involved in the biometric systems.
To learn methods for evaluation of the reliability and quality of the biometric systems.

UNIT – I

UNIT – II

UNIT –III
Privacy enhancement using biometrics & biometric cryptography and multimodal biometrics:
UNIT – IV.
Watermarking techniques & biometrics: scope and future

UNIT – V.
Image enhancement techniques & biometrics stands:

TEXT BOOKS:

REFERENCES:
M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)  
II YEAR  I SEMESTER  

SE3O14  
COMPUTER VISION  
(OPEN ELECTIVE-1)  

OBJECTIVES:  
To review image processing techniques for computer vision  
To understand shape and region analysis  
To understand Hough Transform and its applications to detect lines, circles, ellipses  
To understand three-dimensional image analysis techniques  
To understand motion analysis  
To study some applications of computer vision algorithms  

UNIT I  
IMAGE PROCESSING FOUNDATIONS Review of image processing techniques – classical filtering operations – thresholding techniques – edge detection techniques – corner and interest point detection – mathematical morphology – texture  

UNIT II  

UNIT III  

UNIT IV  
alignment – parametric motion – spline-based motion – optical flow – layered motion

UNIT V


REFERENCES:

M.TECH (SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
II YEAR I SEMESTER
SE3O15
CYBER SECURITY
(OPEN ELECTIVE-1)

Objectives:
To learn about cyber crimes and how they are planned
To learn the vulnerabilities of mobile and wireless devices
To learn about the crimes in mobile and wireless devices

UNIT-I

Introduction to Cybercrime: Introduction, Cybercrime and Information security, who are cybercriminals, Classifications of Cybercrimes, Cybercrime: The legal Perspectives and Indian Perspective, Cybercrime and the Indian ITA 2000, A Global Perspective on Cybercrimes.

UNIT-II


UNIT III


UNIT IV

Tools and Methods Used in Cybercrime: Introduction, Proxy Servers and Anonymizers, Phishing, Passwaord Cracking, Keyloggers and Spywares, Virus and Worms, Trojan Horses and Backdoors, Steganography, DoS and DDoS Attacks, SQL Injection, Buffer Overflow, Attacks on Wireless Networks

UNIT V

Understanding Computer Forensics Introduction, Historical background of Cyber forensics, Digital Forensics Science, The Need for Computer Forensics, Cyber Forensics and Digital evidence, Forensics Analysis of Email, Digital Forensics Lifecycle, Chain of Custody concept,
Network Forensics, Approaching a computer, Forensics Investigation, Challenges in Computer Forensics, Special Tools and Techniques, Forensics Auditing

TEXT BOOKS:

1. **Cyber Security**: *Understanding Cyber Crimes, Computer Forensics and Legal Perspectives*, Nina Godbole and Sunil Belapure, Wiley INDIA.

REFERENCES